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Executive Summary 
 

In pursuit of Cultural Peace Development programs and Reform Agenda of the Hon. 

Regional Governor, Mujiv Hataman, and ias commitment to cultural preservation and 

promotion, the following rpograms are conducted by the Bureau on Cultural heritage – 

ARMM: 

 

 LAKBAY KULTURA 

 

 Lakbay Kultura is one of the bureaus frontline services. The program iis design for 

school children in the province of Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao to have a tour 

and exposure to the different cultures in the province of the ARMM. The participating 

school children were introduced to the five (5) major ethno-linguistic groups comprising the 

provinces of ARMM namely Maguindanaon, M‟ranao, Yakan, Tausog and Sama. To 

acknowledge and respect the presence of the Indigenous people in the region, the 

Teduray culture is also included in the lecture. Among the topic discuss are the location, 

traditional clothing, language, material culture and others.  

 

 Lakbay Kultura aims to educate the younger generation of the colourful and 

beautiful culture of Bangsamoro. The awareness among children from all the provinces of 

ARMM of their culture gives them an essential knowledge instilling in them understanding 

and respect which ultimately promotes the Culture of Peace. As of the year 2016, the 

bureau has conducted Lakbay Kultura in sixty (60) schools with four thousand sixty-two (4, 

062) school children participants.  

 

 RESEARCH AND DOCUMENTATION 

  To deepen the understanding of cultural heritage of the Bangsamoro people, the 

Bureau on cultural Heritage – ARMM conducts research and documentations focus on 

exploring and documenting beliefs, customary practices, tradition, arts and cultural and 

historical landmarks. Purposely, the research will serve as reference for cultural 

workers/researchers. 

 The methodology used in the research and documentation of the bureau are field 

visit, validation, and finding key informants and asking basic information regarding the 

historical landmarks. The studied and documented landmarks will be endorsed to 

institutions like National Commission on culture and Arts to put a marker on them. The 

marker will signify that the cultural and historical landmarks are nationally recognized sites 

and can be further explore for its tourism value.  
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 RADIO PROGRAM  

  The Bureau‟s Radio Program was renamed to PUSAKA MINDANAO: “Kultura mo, 

Kultura ko, Atin ito” on August 15, 2016 as approved by the new Executive Director Engr. 

Marites K. Maguindra, CEO VI. It aims to deeply emphasize the advocacy of the said 

program for cultural promotion and preservation as the core mandate of BCH-ARMM. It 

was expected to air 48 episodes every year. A “Kulkatexters” segment is designed for the 

avid listeners who continuously supports the educational topics discussed on air and send 

their messages of queries, comments and suggestions related to every topic. 

  The program aims to continuously propagate essential cultural information and 

knowledge for a wider and more understanding of culture in the Autonomous Region in 

Muslim Mindanao.  

 

 FESTIVAL AND CELEBRATIONS 

 The Bureau on Cultural Heritage – ARMM as cultural arm of the autonomous region 

supports and partakes in festivities and celebrations that promote the cultural heritage of 

the Bangsamoro people. There bureau extends its support through providing technical 

assistance and documenting festivities and celebrations.  There are a total of nine festivals 

and celebration that the bureau has engaged into for this year.  

 

 WOMEN ACTIVITIES  

The Bureau on Cultural Heritage – ARMM supports programs and activities that 

promote gender equality and women empowerment.  

 

 PROMOTION OF ISLAMIC CULTURAL HERITAGE  

 

 EXTERNAL CAPACITY BUILDING and PROGRAMS  

 The Bureau on Cultural Heritage ARMM – consistent with its mandate in the 

preservation and promotion of the cultural heritage of the Bangsamoro engage in 

activities, programs and services that support this aspiration. From organizing Kulintang 

trainings, providing technical assistance to ceremonies, exhibiting traditional Moro clothing, 

attending seminars, trainings, summits assemblies and conferences to build strong network 

with potential partner agencies, the bureau continues to promote and uphold the unique 

identity of the Bangsamoro people.  
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 INTERNAL CAPACITY BUILDING 

 To improve the employee‟s efficiency and productivity, the Bureau on Cultural 

Heritage – ARMM fully supports its employees through sending them in training and 

seminar. BCH – ARMM firmly believes that the development of its workforce will results into a 

more effective and efficient service to the public.   

 

 OTHER ACTIVITIES  

 Other activities were conducted/attended/participated by the Bureau on Cultural 

Heritage – ARMM to support the programs and to build its strong linkages with other 

agencies of the government in ARMM  
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INTRODUCTION 
  

The creation of Bureau on Cultural Heritage – ARMM started with a humble 

beginning on preservation and promotion of the cultural identity and region‟s 

history. 

 

 The initiative for cultural advocacy started during the administration of 

Commissioner Simeon A. Datumanong of the Regional Commission XII on January 

7, 1977 wherein an Executive Order No. 37 was signed, creating the Regional 

Cultural Heritage Council (RCHC). This was composed of government and non-

government organizations and was primarily tasked to preserve, revive the Cultural 

Heritage of the region. Later years, RCHC was replaced into Regional Cultural 

Heritage Affairs Services (RCAS) having the same function. 

 

 On August 1, 1990, Office on Cultural Affairs (OCA) was established 

superseding the RCAS. This action was executed by Former Governor Zacaria A. 

Candao having his guiding principle based on the provisions of. R.A. 6734 (Law 

creating ARMM). 

 

 Three years later, the Regional Legislative Assembly passed Muslim Mindanao 

Autonomy Act No. 31 creating the Bureau on Cultural Heritage – ARMM (BCH-

ARMM). Former Regional Chief Executive Lininding P. Pangandaman issued 

Executive Order No. 3 series of 1995 to operationalize the newly created cultural 

arm of the autonomous government. 

 

 Currently, BCH is the lead agency mandated to plan and coordinate 

activities towards the preservation and promotion of the cultural heritage of the 

region anchored on its mission, vision and strategic directions. 

 

VISION 

To lead in the promotion and preservation of cultural heritage in ARMM and 

pave way to long-lasting peace and sustainable socio-economic development. 

 

MISSION 

 To preserve and promote Cultural heritage including the Culture of Peace in 

the Autonomous Region in Mindanao. 

 

MANDATES 

 

a. To respect, recognize, protect, preserve, revive, harness, develop, promote 

and enhance the culture, customs, traditions and beliefs and practices of the 

people in the area of the autonomy. 
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b. It shall encourage and undertake the recovery, collection, collation, 

restoration and protection of historical landmarks and cultural properties of 

the Autonomous Region including the identification and establishment of 

landmarks thereof to reconstruct the grandeur of the past posterity; 

 

c. To plan, initiate, implement, coordinate and monitor cultural programs, 

projects and activities that shall institutionalize the preservation and 

enhancement of the positive elements of the indigenous culture of the 

inhabitants of the Autonomous Region; 

 

d. To establish a museum, archives and library to house all important historical 

and cultural artifacts reflecting the cultural heritage of the people of the 

Autonomous Region; 

 

e. To coordinate with other concerned private and government agencies 

engaged in similar and related activities. 

 

 

DEVELOPMENTAL CHALLENGES 

 

The Cultural preservation and promotion are slowly degrading which can be 

attributed to insufficient and lack of access to right documentation and the risks in 

doing cultural heritage research works. Meeting these challenges is a major task of 

policy makers and as well as the communities if they are to achieve 

comprehensive and sustainable cultural heritage preservation, development and 

promotion. 

 

The integration of communities and its cultural and historical interests most 

ensure that Cultural Heritage plans are integrated with the larger process of 

planning and policy making. All interests within the planning process especially 

those at the community level must learn to work together in a co-operative 

manner. It requires that all concerned learn to deal with conflicts and explore the 

creative use of partnership as a way of sharing knowledge and archival of arts and 

artifacts. There is a need to use an indicator to assess how well plans are meeting 

the objectives and its effort to preserve cultural heritage as well as improve the 

quality of life for all cultural communities. 

 

Other indicative issues confronting cultural preservation and promotions 

includes low investment in cultural infrastructure such as museum and library, 

cultural centers, cultural sites and landmarks reconstruction or renovation and 

school of living traditions as well as acquisition of cultural arts and artifacts. 
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Obviously, cultural nuances noted the indifference of the younger 

generation with respect to customary practice and traditions. Cross cultural 

influences brought about by Islam and western cultures adversely affects interests 

in the preservation and promotion of our cultural heritages and creates a culture of 

tolerance.   

 

 

 

DEVELOPMENT POLICIES 

 

With these challenges at hand, the following policies shall be pursued by the 

Autonomous Regional Government: 

 

 Champion programs and activities that will prioritize the cultural preservation 

and promotion.  

 Ensure respect and integration of culture in all developmental initiatives of 

the regional government on its programs in infrastructure, agriculture, 

environment, education, health, and livelihood. 

 

 Sustain and Grow Culture through Strategic Investment. Provide investments 

or appropriate funds for cultural infrastructure support that will include 

construction of museums, libraries, cultural centers, school of living traditions 

and cultural sites and landmarks development including acquisition of arts 

and artifacts. 

 

 Provide incentives in support to cultural researches and documentations 

towards the identification, recognition, revival of customary practices, beliefs 

and traditions, cultural sites and historical landmarks as well as promotions of 

the cultural heritages.  

 

STRATEGIES 

 

To pursue the above mentioned policies, the following strategies (strategic 

directions)  shall be undertaken: 

 

 Intensify research activities in cooperation with academe and the cultural 

communities on the history, landmarks, customary practices, traditions, beliefs 

and artifacts. 

 

 Advocate support for Cultural Mapping as a reference tool in the integration 

of cultural importance to all our developmental programs and initiatives 

especially among cultural communities. 
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 Partner with academic institutions (i.e. MSU) to serve as repository of all 

research papers, books and other documents on the history and cultural 

importance until a regional museum (Bangsamoro Regional Museum) with a 

library is establish as a regional center of Bangsamoro cultural and historical 

information. It shall include archival of arts, artifacts, films, treasures, songs, 

dances and other works that bear cultural importance. The BCH will man and 

operate the museum. 

 

 Establish a School of Living Traditions (SLTs) in identified communities in the 

provinces to preserve and develop cultural arts such as music and musical 

instruments, weaving on textiles, mats and other arts such as gift, toys and 

housewares (gth) as well as food and culinary. These SLTs will be a cultural 

mechanism not only for preservation and promotion of culture but to effect 

livelihood opportunities among youth and women thus contributing to the 

alleviation of poverty at the community level.  

 

 Encourage LGU to help in the promotion and preservation of landmarks, 

including cultural agenda in all its development and programs, conduct 

regular monitoring and supervision, and to undertake information and 

education campaigns.  

 

 Consult religious sector for them to provide religious and cultural perspectives 

of the landmarks and other customary practices, tradition and beliefs and 

shall serve as guides in promotional activities of our cultural heritage.  

 

 Build a strong Community Partnership to Support Cultural Education and to 

enlist and forge linkage among organizations that conduct cultural activities 

towards culture preservation and promotion.  

 

 Provide technical assistance for capacity building for marketing of cultural 

products and services. 

 

 Provide support towards the development of its human capital to produce a 

critical mass of cultural workers, researchers, documenters, artists and 

performers as well as cultural products producers. 

 

 Undertake a cultural road shows in key areas locally (Mindanao) and 

nationally (Manila) to promote arts, food, music, dances and songs to 

promote the culture of peace among cultural groups in the archipelago and 

the country in general. It will be dubbed as “Enriching Culture, Bridging 

People, Building Peace: One Nation”.  
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PHYSICAL AND FINANCIAL REPORT 
      

PAPs 
Performance 

Indicator 

Physical Accomplishment   Financial Accomplishment 

2013 2014 2015 
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2013 2014 2015 Released 
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ARMM Qur’an 

Reading Competition 

# of Qur‟an 

Reading 

Competitions 

organized/p

articipated 

w/in a year 

3 0 0 0 0% 0 1,200,000. 0 0 0 0 0% 

ARMM Anniversary No. of 

activities 

held w/in the 

specific date 

of 

celebration 

1 1 1 0 100% 0 124,410 40,000 0 0 0 0% 

Shariff Kabunsuan 

Festival 

No. of 

activities 

held w/in the 

specific date 

of 

celebration 

1 1 1 1 100% 0 45,000 75,000 0 0 0 0% 

Cultural Peace-tival No. of 

cultural 

presentations 

facilitated 

and 

conducted 

0 1 0 0 0% 0 0 60,000 0 0 0 0% 

Sheik Karimul 

Makhdum 

No. of 

activities 

held w/in  

the specific 

date of 

celebration 

1 1 1 1 100% 0 45,000 0 0 0 0 0% 

Employees 

Empowerment 

No. of 

activities 

held w/in the 

specific date 

of 

celebration 

1 0 0 0 0 0 30,000 0 0 0 0 0% 

Kulintang 

Competition 

No. of 

activities 

held w/in the 

specific date 

of 

celebration 

1 0 0 0 0% 0 150,000 0 0 0  0% 

Kutyapi Competition No. of 

activites held 

w/in the 

specific date 

1 0 0 0 0% 0 170,000 0 0 0 0 0% 
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of 

celebration 

Training Workshop on 

indigenous Music & 

Dance(kulintang,kunt

ao,Sagayan) 

No. of 

activities 

held w/in the 

specific date 

of 

celebration 

1 0 0 0 0% 0 125,590 0 0 0 0 0% 

Traditional Decors 

(Pandala Making) 

No. of  

activities 

held w/in the 

specific date 

of 

celebration 

2 0 0 0 0% 0 100,000 0 0 0 0 0% 

Museum 

Display,artefacts,indi

genous 

costumes,etc. 

No. of 

artefacts,indi

genous 

costumes & 

other 

museum 

displayed 

2 0 0 0 0% 0 100,000 0 0 0 0 0% 

Malaysia Week of 

Peace 

No. of 

activities 

held w/in the 

specific date 

of 

celebration 

1 0 0 0 0% 0 250,000 0 0 0 0 0% 

ARMM H.E.L.P.S. 

Convergence  

No. of 

activities 

held w/in the 

specific date 

of 

celebration 

0 14 0 0 0% 0 0 460,000 0 0 0 0% 

ARMM Cultural 

Worker’s Assembly 

No. of local 

cultural 

workers 

emanating in 

the province 

0 300 0 0 0% 0 0 750,000 0 0 0 0% 

Gender and 

Development 

Program 

No. of 

activities 

held w/in the 

specific date 

of 

celebration 

1 1 1 1 100% 0 50,000 0 652,653.50 0 0 0% 

School of living  

Traditions 

No. of 

trainings 

conducted 

every quarter 

of the year 

0 12 0 0 0% 0 0 242,745 0 0 0 0% 

Website 

Development (BCH) 

Website &  Facebook  

# of 

Satisfaction 

rate of ICTO 

0 1 7

0

% 

70

% 

100% 5

8

% 

0 0 27,500 23,500 23,500 100% 

BCH Planning: Year 

Opening Program 

Review 

# of Planning 

and 

Assessment 

Conducted 

w/in a year 

0 1 1 1 100% 

 

1 0 0 112,250 147,317 147,317 100% 

Mid-Year Assessment 

and Planning 

# of Planning 

and  

Assessment 

Conducted 

w/in a year 

0 1 1 1 

 

 

100% 1 0 0 112,250 112,750 112,,750 100% 

Year-End Assessment 

and Team Building 

# of Planning 

and  

Assessment 

Conducted 

w/in a year 

0 1 1 1 100% 1 0 75,000 112,250 68,000 68,000 100% 
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Monthly Regular 

Assessment 

# of regular 

assessment 

and 

evaluation of 

programs 

conducted 

0 2 1

2 

12 100% 1

0 

0 75,000 150,000 120,500 120,500 100% 

BCH Desk Calendar 

Production 

# of copies 

printed 

0 0 1

0

0 

100 100% 1

0

0 

0 0 35,000 35,000 35,000 100% 

External Capacity 

Building Training 

# of training 

and seminars 

conducted 

0 0 1

6 

21 131.2

5% 

1

8 

0 0 652,580 652,653 652,653 100% 

Research and 

Documentation of 

Historical and 

Cultural Landmarks 

identified 

# of historical 

and cultural 

landmarks 

conducted  

2 36 2

4 

24 100% 1

4 

60,000 142,054 219,000 219,000 219,000 100% 

ARMM H.E.L.P.S. 

Lakbay Kultura 

# of schools 

visited 

0 12 5

0 

65 130% 6

0 

0 35,000 761,530 631,530 631,530 100% 

Cultural Arts Month # of 

programs 

completed 

rated 

satisfactory 

w/in specific 

date of 

celebration 

1 3 5 5 100% 4 150,000 100,000 404,000 304,000 304,000 100% 

Coffee Table Book on 

Bangsamoro Cultural 

Heritage 

# of Books 

produced 

0 

 

0 0 0 0 2

0

0 

0 0 0 550,000 550,000 100% 

Promotion of Islamic 

Cultural Heritage 

# of Islamic  

cultural 

programs 

1 1 1

0 

9 90% 5 0 162,199 73,500 73,500 73,500 100% 

Festivals and 

Celebrations 

# of 

presentation 

facilitated 

and 

conducted 

held within 

specific date 

of 

celebration 

0 0 7 9 128.5

7% 

8 0 100,000 187,894 164,408 164,408 100% 

ARMM Employees 

Performing Arts Guild 

# of 

performance 

conducted 

0 4 4 5 125% 0 0 700,000 335,890 0 0 0% 

Networking and 

Linkages 

No. of 

Institutions 

linked 

9 24 0 0 0% 5 0 80,000 0 0 0 0% 

Radio Cultural 

Program (Kulterrific) 

# of regular 

radio cultural 

programs 

episode held 

every month 

0 38 4

8 

43 89.58

% 

3

0 

0 0 18,600 15,500 15,500 100% 

Ending Balances:       1,312,199 2,834,799 3,202,244 3,049,658 3,049,658 100% 
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Financial Utilization of Local Funds (2013-2016) 

Year Allocation Released Obligated Disbursed % Utilized 

2013      

PS 4,865,201.00 4,865,201.00 4,865,201.00 4,865,201.00 100% 

MOOE 2,134,799.00 2,134,799.00 2,134,799.00 2,134,799.00 100% 

CO 200,000.00 200,000.00 200,000.00 200,000.00 100% 

Total 7,200,000.00 7,200,000.00 7,200,000.00 7,200,000.00 100% 

      

2014 Allocation Released Obligated Disbursed  

PS 6,864,321.00 6,864,321.00 6,864,321.00 6,864,321.00 100% 

MOOE 4,334,799.00 4,334,799.00 4,334,799.00 4,334,799.00 100% 

CO 0 0 0 0 0% 

Total 11,199,120.00 11,199,120.00 11,199,120.00 11,199,120.00 100% 

      

2015 Allocation Released Obligated Disbursed  

PS 7,463,380.00 6,859,626.00 6,859,626.00 6,859,626.00 91.91% 

MOOE 5,069,689.00 5,069,689.00 5,069,689.00 5,069,689.00 100% 

CO 520,000.00 520,000.00 520,000.00 520,000.00 100% 

Total 13,053,069.00 12,449,315.00 12,449,315.00 12,449,315.00 95.37% 

      

2016      

As of Oct. 

31 

Allocation Released Obligated Disbursed  

PS 7,463,380.00 7,280,691.00 7,280,691.00 7,280,691.00 97.55% 

MOOE 5,069,689.00 4,605,934.00 4,605,934.00 4,605,934.00 90.85% 

CO 520,000.00   520,000.00 520,000.000 520,000.000 100% 

Total 13,053,069.00 12,406,625.00 12,406,625.00 12,406,625.00 95.05% 
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PERSONNEL SUMMARY AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2016 

 Region Bas LDS Mag Sulu TWT total 

Regular  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Co-terminus  3 0 0 0 0 0 3 

Regular (on 

detail, re-

assigned) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Casual  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Contractual  4 0 0 0 0 0 4 

Contract of 

Service 
14 1 1 1 1 1 19 

VACANCIES***        

TOTAL  21 1 1 1 1 1 26 

 

 

 

Employee’s Association (if there is any) 

1st Level Representative NONE NONE 

2nd Level Representative NONE NONE 
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LAKBAY KULTURA 
 

 Lakbay Kultura is one of the primary programs of the Bureau on Cultural Heritage – 

ARMM. It is a lecture types program designed for school children living in the Autonomous 

Region in Muslim Mindanao. Through the lectures, participants will experience a tour and 

exposure to the different cultures in the five provinces of ARMM. Among the topics discuss 

are the location, traditional clothing, language, arts, artifacts, native delicacies and other 

materials distinct to the group. The program aims to educate the younger generation of 

the colourful and beautiful culture of the Bangsamoro people. The awareness among 

children in ARMM of their culture gives them an essential knowledge instilling in them 

understanding and respect which ultimately promotes the culture of Peace.  

The Cultural Affairs Officers of the bureau designated in their respective provinces 

conducts Lakbay Kultura every quarter in schools identified by the A.R.M.M. H.E.L.P.S. 

Program. The participating school children were introduced to the five major ethno-

linguistic groups that live in the provinces of ARMM namely Maguindanaon, Mranao, 

Yakan, Sama and Tausog. To acknowledge and respect the presence of the Indigenous 

People in the region, Teduray culture is also included in the lecture. This year, Lakbay 

Kultutra were conducted in sisty (60) schools and four thousand sixty (4, 060) school 

children benefited from the program.  

MAGUINDANAO 

 

 In Maguindanao, Lakbay 

Kultura was conducted in twelve 

(12) Elementary Schools by the 

joint efforts of the former Cultural 

Affairs Officer Ms. Sheryan P. 

Guialel together with the current 

Cultural Affairs Officers Johny M. 

Mokudef and Musalik P. 

Kabunto.  There are a total of 

one thousand eight hundred 

forty-nine (1849) school children 

who participated and benefited 

from the lectures conducted by 

the bureau.  

 

 The schools where Lakbay Kultura is conducted are as follows: Nuro Central 

Elementary School, Pedro C. Dolores Elementary School, Tambak Elementary School, 
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Kategesen Elementary School, Mirab Elementary School, Kibleg Elementary School, 

Segefegen Elementary School, Panunggusan Elementary School, Kindal Elementary 

School, Eliseo C. Sison Elementary School, Timanan Central Elementary School and 

Tapayan Elementary School.  

 

 

LANAO DEL SUR  

 

 Nor-ain I. Lambitan, the 

Cultural Affairs Officer in Lanao del 

Sur conducted six Lakbay Kultura in 

the following schools: Conding 

Elementary School, Cabingan Primary 

Elementary School, Sikap Elementary 

School, Amai Pakpak Elementary 

School, Bangon Elementary School, 

and Datu Saber Elementary School. 

There are a total of two hundred fifty-

two students who participated in the 

said program.  

 

 

 

 

BASILAN  

 

 In eighteen Elementary Schools, Jessa May 

Amoto conducted Lakbay Kultura in the province of 

Basilan. There were a total of four hundred ninety 

school children who benefited from the said program 

of the bureau. The schools were as follows: Campo 

Unu Elementary School, Baas Elementary School, 

Camalig Elementary School, B. Aldana Elementary 

School, Ubit Elementary School, Bohe-yawas 

Elementary School,  Mamboring Elementary School,  

Mabini Elementary School, Conception Elementary 

School, Lower Baῆas Elementary School, Maluso 

Central Elementary School, Bohe Languyan 

Elementary School, Mebak Elementary School, 

Batungal Elementary School, Fuente Elementary 

School, Camanggaan Elementary School, Portholland 

Elementary School and Bohe Tambis Elementary 
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School.  

 

 

 

 

 

SULU 

 In the province of Sulu, Lakbay Kultura is 

warmly welcomed by a total of two thousand 

one hundred fifty-three school. The Cultural 

Affairs Officer assigned in the area Mr Zekhal 

Juaini conducted nineteen Elementary 

Schools. The nineteem schools are as follows: 

Don Jose Elementary School, Hadji Butu 

Elementary School, Astuiras Elementary 

School, Jati Elementary School, Lawm Alat 

Ele

mentary School, Tanjung Elemntary School, 

Upper Kajatian Elementary School , Martirez 

Elementary Schoool, Lower Kajatian Elementary 

School, Salih Yusah Elementary School, Anuling 

Elementary School, Sheik Mustafa Elementary 

Sch

ool, 

Hadji Gulamu Rasul Elementary School, Salih 

Ututalum Elementary School, Dandan 

Ututalum Elementary School, Bakud 

Elementary School, Mohammad Tulawie 

Elementary School, Port Area Elementary 

School and Gandasuli Elementary School.  

 

 

 

TAWI - TAWI  

 

 While in the province Tawi- Tawi,Lakbay Kultura 

is conducted by the 

Cultural Affairs Officer 

Raja Lakandula S. 
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Aming in five Elementary schools namely Lapid-Lapid Elementary School, Lakit-Lakit Primary 

School, Pagasinan Elementary School, Bongao Central Elementary School and Bongao 

Central Laboratory School. A total of two hundred eighteen school children benefited from 

the program.  
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RESEARCH AND DOCUMENTATION 
 

  The Bureau on Cultural Heritage – ARMM conducts research and documentation on 

cultural sites and historical landmarks within the Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao. 

The program also includes investigation, exploration and documentation of traditional 

beliefs, customary practices, and renowned personalities. The information and facts that 

will be obtained in the will serve as reference for cultural researchers and workers.  

 The Cultural Affairs Officers of the bureau executes the program in their respective 

assigned provinces. Methodologies use are field visit, validation, interview, focus group 

discussion, participant observation, and even case studies. The research is conduct 

quarterly in every province. The identified cultural sites and historical landmarks will be 

endorsed to in situations like the National Commission on Culture and Arts for national 

recognition.  A coffee table book will be produced to promote and espouse its tourism 

value.  

 For the year 2016, the bureau has researched and documented fifteen cultural and 

historical landmarks. They are as follows:  

 T’NINES – SACRED T’DURAY TEMPLE 

 

- A sacred temple in Nuro Upi where rituals of special occasions 

are held.  
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 TOROGAN OF SULTAN LAGUIAB MARUHOMSALIK POLAO DIPATUAN 

 

- One of the royal houses in Lanao that display distinct Okir 

designs built before the American arrived in the Philippines.  

 

 TUBIG DAKULA 

 

- A remarkable source of water in Tawi-Tawi that is believes to 

cure illness and remove bad luck.  
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 OLD PAROLA OR LIGHTHOUSE AND BLOCK HOUSE 

 

- A lighthouse in Shairfil Hashim Port, Sulu that serve as 

guiding light for sailors in Sulu.  

 

 YELLOW CLOTH ON A GABLE 

- A piece of yellow cloth displayed outside ones‟ home to 

symbolizes the existence of supernatural power.  

 

 

 WALLED CITY: THE SMALLEST CITY IN THE WORLD 

- A historical place which marked the Spanish colonization built 

in 1876 from brick walls with five gates and a garrison of 

Spanish military.  

 

 THE LABANAN SA KUTA NG BACOLOD 

- The location of the battle between American troops and 

Meranaos that took place in 1903.  

 

 THE WELL OF INA BELLA 

- A well-known well in Sumisip, Basilan believed to be guarded 

by a mysterious creature that only communicates through 

dreams of the caretakers of the well.  

 BUD DATU 

- The location of the Tomb of Tuhan Muqbalu and some of the 

most heroic battles that took place in Sulu.  

 

 SHIEK MAKDUM TOMB  

- The tomb of Sheik Makhdum as claimed by the people of 

Sibutu.  

 

 KABUR RAHMAN 
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- The second oldest Mosque in the Philippines located in Taraka, 

Lanao del Sur built in 1715.  

 

 THE SUNKEN MOSQUE OF TUGAYA 

- A legendary mosque that sank 50 meters away from shore of 

Lake Lanao in Tugaya. Parts of the mosque is built from pure 

gold.  

 

 THE PORT OF PRINCESS ASTURIAS 

- A fort constructed by Spanish military forces on the site of Kuta 

Panglima Arabi in Sulu dedicated to Princess Asturias of Spain.  

 

 SE-UTUNG ROCK IN UPI 

 Two sacred rocks that the Tedurays in Upi believe can 

miraculously cure sickness and prevents infestation of their 

crops.  

 

 BUD SALAKOT  

- A mountain in Basilan where a historic battle between 

Japanese Military and Tausug took place. There is a belief that 

hidden treasures are hidden in the mountain which only the 

Japanese can unearth.  
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A. RESEARCH AND DOCUMENTATION 

SE-UTONG ROCKS 

One practice that originates from an ancient belief is the reverend to two historical 

rocks, or Se-Utong in Teduray dialect. There are some testimonies that they saw dwarfs on 

top of the rock. They also believe that the rock can miraculously cure sickness thus they 

perform rituals on the rock. What is interesting about these two rocks is that the big rock is 

located on top of the small rock. People find it astounding how the big rock is perfectly 

balance atop. This astonishment made them cherish more the stones. They took care of it. 

As Mr. Chito P. Lumampas, the Barangay Kagawad of Barangay Kiga, Upi said:  

 “Hindi pinipisti  o kinakain ng daga ang mga pananim ng mga taga Upi 

dahil sa ritual na ginagawa sa makapangyarihang bato. Nakapagbibigay ng 

magandang buhay at matiwasay na pamumuhay.” 

 (Rats and others insects do not infest our harvests because of the ritual 

we perform to the powerful rocks. It bestow upon us good and bountiful life)” 

THE LABANAN SA KUTA NG BACOLOD 
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The Kuta ng Bacolod where an arm conflict between Americans and Meranaos 

took place in 1903 is one of the identified landmarks by the National Historical 

Commission.Unfortunately, the site has no marker yet. The Bureau on Cultural Heritage - 

ARMM‟s Cultural Affairs went on a field visit to investigate and explore the camp. 

Pagadilan Alauya, 87 years old, a native of the area and a former municipal councilor of 

Bacolod Grande (now Bacolod Kalawi) and a descendant of the Meranao soldiers‟ 

commander Panundiong Alauya is the resource persons. Bapa Pagadilan narrated his 

experience who was a little boy during the time of the Battle of Meranaos against the 

American soldiers. The American soldiers attacked the Meranao‟s on their Kuta (camps) 

with an estimate of one-hectare land covering Barangay Pindulunan, Barangay Dilibayan 

and Barangay Urong.  

The American soldiers outnumbered the Meranao fighters, which forced them 

almost to surrender. However, as Moro fighters are known for their “never surrender 

ideology”, they fought back and defended their homeland. Women also held weapons 

and joined the battle.  Bapa Pagadilaneagerly recapitulates the story to its end.  To the 

Meranao, raising white flag symbolizes defeat and surrender. When the Americans saw 

white flags raised above the camp where the Meranaos are hiding, they immediately 

move closer to the camp.But they werestaggered by two canons fired by the Meranaos.  

Hundreds of American soldiers died on the tactics of the Meranaos. Bapa Pagadilan said it 

were the Meranaos who won the Battle  

THE WELL OF INA BELLA  

In Sumisip Basilan, a well-known well owned by Ina Bela is believed to be guarded 

by a mythical creature that disguise in the form of an eel or turtle. The well is the source of 

drinking water of many people in Sumisip. For the well not to run dry, a ritual must be 

performed. Apo Andiyo, the held guardian of the well, tells the caretaker of the well 

through a dream when to perform the ritual. It is very important to perform the ritual 

because once the well runs dry; it will not be full again. Until now, the well is still full of water.  
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BUD DATU 

On this beautiful plateau of 

Sulu lies Bud Datu one of the 

most significant site on the island 

of Jolo, in this site, the tomb of a 

Syrian missionary, Timhar (Tuhan 

Muqbalu) is located.  The tomb is  

dated 710 AH in the Muslim 

calendar, which would be about 

1273 A.D.  The tombstone bears 

the name of Muqbalu with the 

term “Shahid” and the title 

“Tuhan” written in it.  The Shahid 

means “martyr” in Arabic, while 

“Tuhan means “lord”. 

  It is also the scene of one of the most heroic battles fought in the history of 

Sulu‟s struggle for freedom.  This battle was fought during the reign of Sultan Rajah Bungsu 

Mawallil Wasit (1600-1639).  It was Sultan Wasit who named this hill as “BUD DATU” to honor 

the bravery and unconditional loyalty 

of his datus.   The Spaniards were 

under the command of the Governor 

General himself, Sebastian Hurtado 

de Corcuera.   The Tausugs were led 

by Datu Akkih, the Raja Muda (crown 

prince), Sulu‟s most influential datu at 

the time.  The Tausugs relentlessly 

defended the hill; but were defeated 

after the Spaniards had pushed a 

cunningly-erected masked bastion to 
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arise of ground above the hill.  Even then, by mere strategy, most of the Tausugs were able 

to escape through Corcuera‟s lines including Rajah Bungsu and his wife, Tuan Baluka.  In 

doubtful victory, the Spaniards later occupied the hill, and the loot and captives they 

hauled from the Kuta brought revenue more than double the cost of the whole 

expedition.     

During World War II, the retreating Japanese Imperial Army in 1945, occupied this hill 

from where they were flushed out of their dug-outs by incendiary bombs dropped by B-29 

bombers of the United States Air Force.  Rough estimates of some three thousand 

Japanese forces made their last stand here.  In 1974 to date, due to the MNLF attempt to 

seize the hill, elements of Armed Forces of the Philippines occupied the plateau, evidently 

the dividing line between MNLF – held territory and the Republic.  This mountain or bud   

the “BUD DATU” is located at Tagbak, Indanan, Sulu.  

 

SHIEK MAKDUM TOMB (AS CLAIMED BY SIBUTU) 

 

The Sheik Makdum Tomb in Sibutu, Tawi-Tawi is being claimed by its people to be 

the authentic tomb of the Arab Missionary who introduced Islam in the Philippines in 1380. 

While the First Mosque, Sheik Makhdum Mosque, in Tubig Indangan, Simunul has 

been declared to be the first-built mosque in the country, many, especially the people in 

Sibutu, claim that after building the mosque, Shiek Karimul Makdum went to Sibutu to 

extend its mission of introducing the religion and died, and hence buried in the area. 

   

This claim made the NHCP declare, through a republic Act, only the mosque in Simunul to 

be declared, and not including the tomb, where there is also one found just right behind 

the Mosque in Simunul. 
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B. VIDEO DOCUMENTATION 

Kadtubaw nu Maguindanaon Video Documentation  

 

 Tubaw is a hand-weaved square-shaped cloth 

used by men that symbolizes their status in the 

community. It shows masculinity, bravery, courage and 

royalty. Tubaw is a common cultural fashion among the 

ethno-linguistic tribes of Mindanao. For Maguindanon, 

Tubaw cannot be worn in any styles because it could 

mean 

something 

about yourself. 

The Bureau on 

Cultural Heritage – ARMM produced a video 

documentation of Kadtubaw sa Maguindanao 

illustrating the different styles and symbols in 

wearing tibaw. Culture 

and Arts Officer 

Sheryan P. Guialel 

together with Musalik P. 

Kabunto, Omar John 

Sinsuat and Kamal 

Patadon composed the crew team. 
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RADIO PROGRAM  

   

  Kulterific – Radyo ng Kultura Mo is the radio program of the Bureau on Cultural 

Heritage – ARMM that airs every Monday, 11am to 12 noon of the week at DXAE 99.7FM. 

Anchors and invited resource speakers of the program discusses different aspects of the 

Bangsamoro culture, the traditions, beliefs, customary practices, arts, language, their 

importance and the changes in them. Through the program, essential cultural information 

and knowledge is disseminatedto a wider audience and more understanding of culture in 

the Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao. 

 

  On august 15, 2016, the Bureau‟s Radio Program was renamed to PUSAKA 

MINDANAO: “Kultura mo, Kultura ko, Atin ito”. It aims to emphasize the advocacy of the 

bureau on cultural promotion and preservation as its core mandate. Avid listeners can 

send their messages, queries, comments and suggestions related to every topic through a 

segment dubbed as “Kulkatexters”. 

 

It was expected to air 48 episodes for this year but due to technical problem in the 

station and holidays, there were only thirty episodes aired completing the 133 episodes 

since the program launched.The table below is the summary of the episodes conducted 

for this year.  

 

DATE TOPIC RESOURCE PERSON 

January 4, 2016 Review of BCH-ARMM 2015 

Accomplishments 

John Mokodef 

Alanisa Bantuas 

Jul-amin Edza 

January 11, 2016 Ranaw Kandilakaw Expedition Norrodin M. Maguindanao 
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January 18, 2016 "Basa: Teduray Religion" 

A Kmulang Basa (a follower of Basa 

religion), and a religious leader of the 

T‟duray tribe from Upi, North Cotabato 

and now a Cultural Researcher and 

Coordinator of the BCH- ARMM 

Timuay  John M. Mukodef 

 

January 25, 2016 Personal Hygiene and its Traditional 

Practices 

Bai Prescilla Sinsuat 

School Nurse 

DepEd-ARMM 

February 1, 2016 Youths Views on Cultures and Traditions 

Nowadays 

Community Development 

Students of Cotabato City 

State Polytechnic College 

CSPC 

February 4, 2016 Special Episode : 

2nd Anniversary of KULTERRIFIC: Radyo ng 

Kultura 

Its Journey in Cultural Promotion & 

Preservation Through Media 

Ardan D. Sali 

Executive Director 

Manal J. Sugadol 

Former Host 

February 15, 2016 Why Kulintang is thought to American 

and how it is perceived by the 

Americans? 

 

 

What makes Kutyapi Sound Unique from 

other Indigenis Musical Instruments? 

Prof. Danongan Sibay 

“Danny” Kalanduyan 

Pride of Maguindanao Moro 

Artists 

 

Esmail Akmad 

Kutyapi Expert 

February 22, 2016 1st Mindanao Sulu Archipelago 

Kadatuan History Convention 2016 with 

the theme: Putting Pieces Together 

Courage to Stand and Be Heard! No to 

Innovation of History, Be Empowered by 

Truth!  

 

Hadja Putri Bai Marieta Nor-

Aisha Mindalano Adam 

February 29, 2016 Culmination Program on Kulintang 

Training Workshop for Children on 

February 29, 2016 at Tenorio Elementary 

School, Datu Odin Sinsuat 

Maguindanao. 

Ms. Faika E. Kutia 

March 7, 2016 Roles of Bangsamoro Woman in Islamic 

Culture 

Ustaza Anisa Arab-Taha 

Noorus Salam Central 

Mindanao Chairperson 

March 14, 2016 Teachers Dealings with Diverse Culture 

of School Children in Noro Central 

Elementary School via Phone Patch 

Mrs. Evelyn F. Abo - Teacher 

 

March 21, 2016 Updates on Lakbay Kultura conducted 

at Noro Central Elementary School and 

Pedro C. Dolores Elementary School in 

North Upi, Maguindanao 

Sheryan P. Guialel 

Omar John Sinsuat 
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March 28, 2016 Weather Forecasting on Traditional 

Beliefs of Teduray 

John M. Mukodef 

Musalik P. Kabunto 

April 4, 2016 

 

Maguindanaon Tubaw Documentation 
Nor-ain I. Lambitan 

May 2, 2016 Maguindanaon Culture as Perceived by 

the Western People 

Nor-ain I. Lambitan 

Sheryan P. Guialel 

May 16, 2016 

 

May as National Heritage Month 

"Pamilya para sa Pamana (Families for 

Heritage)" 

Nor-ain I. Lambitan 

Fairdaus Jamaila Sucol 

May 30, 2016 Mga kaugaliang sa Paghahanda sa 

Ramadhan 

Nor-ain I. Lambitan 

Fairdaus Jamaila Sucol 

 

June 6, 2016 

 

 

Mga Kaugaliang Dapat iwasan  tuwing 

Ramadhan. 

 

Nor-ain I. Lambitan 

Fairdaus Jamaila Sucol 

Musalik P. Kabunto 

June 13, 2016 

 

Mga Gantimpala sa mga Gawain ng 

taong nag-aayuno sa buwan ng 

Ramadhan 

Nor-ain I. Lambitan 

Fairdaus Jamaila Sucol 

Sheryan P. Guialel 

June 20, 2016 

 

Ang Pagiging Mapagpakumbaba at 

Mapagpatawad Bilang Isang Muslim 

Nor-ain I. Lambitan 

Fairdaus Jamaila Sucol 

June 27, 2016 

 

Things You Can Do on the Night of 

Power (Laylatol Qadr) 

Nor-ain I. Lambitan 

Fairdaus Jamaila Sucol 

July 4, 2016 

 

Mga Bagay na Dapat Alamin at 

Gawain sa Paghahanda ng Eidl Fitr 

Nor-ain I. Lambitan 

Fairdaus Jamaela P. Sucol 

Guest: 

Ust. Nasrullah Aragasi 

July 25, 2016 

 

Different Styles of Meranaw Tobaw Nor-ain I. Lambitan 

Fairdauz Jamaila Sucol 

Musalik P. Kabunto 

August 1, 2016 

 

Kahulugan at Kahalagahan ng 

Kasuotan ng mga Teduray 

 

Nor-ain I. Lambitan 

Fairdauz Jamaila Sucol 

Johnny M. Mukodef 

August 8, 2016 

 

Mahalagang Kaalaman sa 

Napapanahong Tradisiyonal na Kultura 

at Ugnayan nito sa Islamic Culture 

 

Nor-ain I. Lambitan 

Fairdauz Jamaila Sucol 

Guiapar L. Kantar 

August 15, 2016 

 

BCH-ARMM Cultural Artifacts Acquisition Bai Marieta P. Mindalano – 

Adam 

Guiapar L. Kantar 

August 22, 2016 Cultural Artifacts: 

Kahalagahan nito bilang isa sa 

elemento ng Kultura at Kasaysayan 

Nor-ain I. Lambitan 

Fairdauz Jamaila Sucol 

September 5, 

2016 

Maguindanon Cultural Artifacts Nor-ain I. Lambitan 

Fairdauz Jamaila Sucol 

Musalik P. Kabunto 

September 19, 

2016 

Maguindanaon Wedding Practices Fairdauz Jamaila Sucol 

Musalik Kabunto 
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September 26, 

2016 

Meranao Dulang Competition During the 

76th Marawi City Charter Day 
Nor-ain I. Lambitan 

Fairdauz Jamaila Sucol 
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FESTIVAL AND CELEBRATIONS 
 

Festivals are celebrations of communities to give thanks for the blessing the 

community receive. Oftentimes, it is associated with harvest. The celebrations offer 

a sense of belongingness for religious, social or geographical groups, contributing 

to social cohesiveness. Members of the community learn of their traditions and 

value them more. Celebrations in the community are also offered to 

commemorate the honor and memory of a special person, event or anniversary.  

The Bureau on Cultural Heritage – ARMM as cultural arm of the autonomous 

region supports and partakes in festivities and celebrations that promote the 

cultural heritage of the Bangsamoro people. There bureau extends its support 

through providing technical assistance and documenting the said festivities and 

celebrations.  There are 9 (six festivals and three commemorative event) 

celebrations that the bureau has engaged into this year.  

 

NATIONAL ARTS MONTH CELEBRATION 

  Cultural Affairs Officers 

Sheryan P. Guialel (Maguindanao), 

Nor-ain I. Lambitan (Lanao del Sur), 

Zekhal B. Juaini (Sulu), Raja Lakandula 

S. Aming (Tawi-Tawi), together with 

Musalik P. Kabunto, and Noroddin 

Maguindanao, conducted a 

simultaneous activities in celebration 

of National Arts Month on the Month of 

February. The activities were 

implemented in the said provinces. 

    

 

Mural painting was conducted in the 

Province of Lanao del Sur on February 1-29. The 

activity was conducted in partnership with 

student and Bangsamoro artists of MSU OKIR 

Club. The Mural painting showcased the culture 

and arts of Tri-People in the Region. Following the 

National Theme, the Bureau came up with a 

local Theme, “Uniting Through Public Arts, 
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Promoting the Bangsamoro Culture and Identity”. The painting was held inside the campus 

of MSU-Marawi City.  

 

After searching for partners, USC and TACOS extended 

help to CAO Tawi Tawi for the BCH‟s Mural Painting Activity. 

They agreed to provide the amount needed for the snacks of 

the artists of the different groups to participate in the event, as 

MSU-TCTO Science High School willingly sponsored the walls 

fencing their 

school campus to 

be utilized for the 

said activity. With the theme “Uniting Through 

Public Arts, Promoting the Bangsamoro 

Culture and Identity” the Mural Painting 

activity started on February 19, 2016, 8:00 AM 

where BCH and Anak Mindanao also had 

walls of their own to paint with (which was 

painted by CAO Tawi-Tawi). 

 

KARAGIYAN FESTIVAL 

 

  A Lakbay Kultura Program involving IP Teduray pupils was conducted at the L.R 

Sebastian Elementary School, an Indigenous People Pilot School on the occasion of its 

annual Karagiyan Festival last January 22, 2016. The Bureaus Indigenous People‟s 

Community affairs Officer Mr. Johnny M. Mokudef based in Upi, Maguindanao rendered a 

ritual during the formal opening of the program. 
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5TH SAGAYAN FESTIVAL 

The Provincial Government of Maguindanao 

celebrated its 5thSagayan Festival with the theme: 

“Maguindanao Transforming now!” last February 9-14, 

2016. The Bureau in its role as the cultural arm of the 

autonomous region facilitated their requested 

assistance in setting up a mini museum which featured 

the display of valuable Maguindanaon artifacts from 

the BCH museum as one of the highlights of the 

event. Community Affairs Officers Sheryan P. 

Guialel and Nor-ainLambitan of Maguindanao 

and Lanao respectively assisted the group in 

managing the mini museum through their 

knowledge and skills in promoting 

Maguindanaoculture. 

Moreover, Mr. Musalik P. Kabunto and Ms. 

Alanisa M. Bantuas acted as Board of Judges in 

the Kulintang Ensemble and Solo Ethnic Musical 

Competitions held last February 11, 2016 at the BBGM restaurant, Buluan Municipality, 

Province of Maguindanao. 

 

LAMI-LAMIHAN FESTIVAL 

   The 

33rd annual celebration 

of Lami-Lamihan Festival 

in Lamitan, Basilan a 

festivity which started in 

1983, showcases the 

preservation of Yakan 

culture heritage, 

customs and traditions, 

history, and the world-renowned Yakan cloth and cultural presentations. The celebration 

which started June 25 and will end on June 28 also honours Pedro Javier Cuevas also 

known as Datu Kalun, the founder of Lamitan. 

 

   BCH-ARMM spearheaded by Executive Director Ardan D. Sali together with 

Cultural Affairs Officers of Basilan, Jesa Mae Amoto and Rahman Sabito joined the Floral 

Offering and the Festival Parade of the said event and was Honorable Mayor Rose Furigay 
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of Lamitan City gave her sincerest appreciation and gratitude to the BCH-ARMM for their 

support and participation. 

DULANG FESTIVAL  

  Marawi City celebrated the 76th Charter Day 

Anniversary on September 14, 2016 with a variety of 

colorful and cultural programs and activities 

participated by ninety-six Baranggays of the city 

that were further clustered into five district groups. 

Dulang Festival Competition was one of the 

highlight of the event showcasing the traditional 

Meranao cuisine. The completion was judge using 

the following criteria: its originality, visual 

presentation, creativity, detail and variety and over-

all impression by the judges. The variety of foods are 

displayed into Lima sangka aMarigay a 5 layered 

Tabak (tray) where foods are artistically organized. 

Meals usually on the top layer composed of plane 

rice and Kioning or the yellow rice mostly 

decorated with Itiataan (eggs) and surrounded of 

different viands like randang, inaluban a tilapia, 

piarn a udang, budi a bungkaong, aruan, roasted 

native chicken, vegetables and others. 

 

 Mamis (desserts) were also served in variants such as dudol, 

tiadtag, browa, pakbol, amik, pambrot, tamokonse, 

patulakan and others. Fruits are set usually on the base layer 

where some are from the province on Lanao del Sur like 

lansones, durian, rambutan. There were also apples, grapes, 

table banana and oranges. Sarimanok, considered being 

the symbol used for the Meranao tribe is the most common 

concept among Marigay’s and the dulang. The festival with 

a theme “Enriching Meranao Culture: A Clean and Peaceful 

Islamic City of Marawi.” It was actively supported by the new 

City Mayor Atty. Majul Gandamra, and energetically 

facilitated and cooperated by Meranao of Marawi. 
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43RD KAMAHARDIKAAN SIN TAWI-TAWI 

After having been selected as co-

chairman for Agal-agal Festival 2016, and a 

member of the steering committee, and per 

coordination conducted, CAO Tawi-Tawi 

joined the Provincial Government of Tawi-

Tawi‟s delegation to Mapun Municipality for 

the conduct of the 43rd Kamahardikaan sin 

Tawi-Tawi Anniversary celebration that was 

last September 23-28, 2016. 

 

Due to many inevitable circumstances such 

as rain and blackouts, the celebration had some 

minor problems in re-arranging its schedules in 

Mapun. The first activity conducted was the Unity 

Night Cultural Showdown on September 25. Agal-

Agal festival 2016 was celebrated on September 26, 

2016 in the morning and was participated by all the 

municipalities of Tawi-Tawi with a street dance 

parade and showdown and was followed by 

the Budjang Tawi-Tawi Pageant and 

Coronation Night where all categories 

were based on the cultural practices of 

Tawi-Tawians. 
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39TH KAMAHARDIKAAN SIN LANGUYAN 

CAO Tawi-Tawi was invited to be a judge for the Awal Jaman Night (cultural 

competition) and a guest in all the cultural activities during the 39 Kamahardikaan sin 

Languyan anniversary celebration. 

 

During the Awal Jaman Night, categories contested were Pag-bang or Adhan 

(Islamic call to prayer), Pagbassa Qur-an (Quran Reading), Tabungguh (Musical 

Ensemble), Pangalay Dance, Pagluguh (Traditional ritual singing), Paggabbang iban 

Biyula, Tarasul (poem recitation), and Pagsuling (flute playing). 

 

The Maligay and Dulang festival 2016 was also facilitated by CAO Tawi-Tawi. 

Maligay and Dulang is the standard and extravagant traditional manner of preparing and 

serving the native delicacies and treats of the Tawi-Tawians. 

 

 

KALASIGAN FESTIVAL 

  The Maluso Town Fiesta is being celebrated yearly by the PPC of the Immaculate 

Heart of Parish. The celebration used to be within Town site Barangay only. But on 2002 

former Mayor Sakib Salajin started the Kalasigan Festival and it was spearheaded by 

Townsite Barangay under Captain Gil Casinillo. Rhendi Francisco became the overall 

chairperson of the festival. The most beautiful celebration is during Kalasigan Festival. 

  The Bureau on Cultural Heritage- ARMM partakes in the said celebration through 

Director Datu Khomeini Camsa Bansuan, who serve as one of the judges on singing 

contest. There were seven participants who performed and entertained the public.  

  The other events during the festivals are regatta, pageant, sports, cultural 

competitions, clean and green and beautification contest, sing and dance competitions, 

and the first ever street dancing. The Kalasigan festival was not celebrated under the 

leadership of Mayor Daud.  Fortunately, during the administration of Mayor Bud, it was 

revived again.  
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636TH SHEIK MAKHDUM ANNIVERSARY AND ARMM 27TH PAKARAJAAN KICKOFF 

   

The commemoration of the 636th Sheik Makhdum Anniversary and the ARMM 27th 

Pakarajaan Kickoff took place in Tawi-Tawi on November 7, 2016. There were several 

activities that went along with the celebration. With the theme “The Sheik Makhdum 

Mosque: Its Significance to the Bangsamoro Culture and Identity” the Cultural Affairs 

Officer of Tawi-Tawi, with the Executive Director Engr. Maritess Maguindra, started the 

dissemination of invitation letters to all schools and organizations targeted to participate in 

the Poster-Making and Essay-Writing Competitions. All participants were given a week to 

prepare their respective pieces. 

 

 On November 6, 2016, most of the ARMM personalities arrived in Tawi-Tawi to grace 

the 636th Sheik Makhdum Anniversary in Simunul, including the BCH-ARMM‟s Executive 

Director. Also, all the entries have been submitted by the respective participants at 

Rachel‟s Place. The entries were judged by no less than the Executive Director of the 

bureau together with Engr. John Lomboy of DOT-ARMM and Mardella Matba of Anak Tawi-

Tawi Youth Association for the Essay Writing; and Raja Lakandula Aming and Birual Tuttuh 

for Poster Making. 

 

 After thorough deliberation, winners have been proclaimed and were advised to 

join the delegations in going to Simunul the next day for the awarding ceremony, during 

the program proper of the Sheik Makhdum Anniversary.  

 

 The competitions‟ goals is to widen the youth‟s knowledge about their history, 

culture, tradition, heritage, and identity as Bangsamoro people to make them become 

aware and let them understand the differences, similarities, norms, and appreciate their 
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own as peace-loving and God-fearing people; as observed nowadays, the younger 

generation has decreased their love to their heritage due to the environment they live in. 

The BCH-ARMM shall continue promoting and preserving the Bangsamoro cultural heritage 

through its projects and programs. 

 

ISLAMIC ACTIVITIES 

 One of the major trusts of the Bureau on Cultural Heritage – ARMM is to strengthen its 

Islamic culture. Islam, as the dominating religion in the region transcend its influence on an 

individual frommere belief to the manner one conducts oneself in physical, emotional, 

mental, social, and spiritual aspect. The bureau through its programs assists in 

understanding Islamic faith, exploring the Islamic practices and beliefs thus promoting 

culture of Peace.   

 During the month of Ramadhan, one of the most sacred and blessed month for 

Muslims, The bureau conducted a Qur-an reading competition, Muhadara (islamic 

lecture), Quiz bee and a raffle draw. This series of activities is a manifestation of the 

committed support of the Bureau to the celebration of the blessed month. 

 

WELCOMING RAMADHAN  

 

The Bureau on Cultural Heritage - ARMM performed its usual role in creating a 

colourful ambiance to adorn the ARMM Compound with the typical colourful traditional 

Pandala installed on June 2 - 4, 2016. This is to welcome the beginning and month-long 

fasting of Muslims throughout the world. As member of the Executive Committee 

(EXECOM), the Bureau was also tasked to prepare the rules and guidelines for the Nightly 

Programs of all ARMM line agencies and bureaus and was also responsible for monitoring 

the conduct of said activities as per memorandum issued by Executive Secretary Atty. 

Laisa M. Alamia by the authority of ARMM Regional Governor Mujiv S. Hataman. 
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  During the month of Ramadhan, the Bureau have participated the Ramadhan 

Lights Competition in partnership with the RSCO – ARMM and CDO-BYA, the lights was 

displayed the whole holy month by the entrance of Shariff Kabunsuan Cultural Complex, 

ORG Compound.  

 

BCH – ARMM AND ADA CONDUCT NIGHTLY PROGRAM 

The Bureau on Cultural Heritage-ARMM in partnership with ARMM Development 

Academy conducted a Nightly Program last July 2, 2016 at the Ramadhan Trade Fair, 

ARMM Compound, Cotabato City. 

The program formally started with an Opening Remarks given by Mr. Eduard 

Sensano, Planning Officer II of ADA. Hafidz Tahir Sedik rendered a Qur‟an Exhibition, while 

Ustadz Nasrullah Aragasi gave an inspiring Muhadara about “Itqum Minan Nar” (The 

Hellfire is Closed). 

The Muhadara was followed by a Quiz Bee and Raffle Draw. Prizes were given such 

as groceries, cash prize, and special tokens. T-shirts, umbrellas, and notebooks sponsored 

by PhilHealth Cotabato were also given away as prizes. Participants also enjoyed the free 

Ice Cream and “Sindul” served especially to the kids. 

  In behalf of the former Executive Director Ardan D. Sali who is on official travel, Mr. 

Birual Tuttuh, Admin Officer III of BCH-ARMM officially closed the program with a reminder 

to everyone of the importance of Ramadhan as well as our Islamic cultural heritage. The 

Masters of Ceremony were Ustadz Musalik Kabunto and Ms. Norhaina Guiaman and were 

assisted by other Bureau‟s staff for awarding of prizes. A total of almost 200 attendees 

participated on the event. It was indeed a night well spent where the audience gained 

Islamic knowledge while having fun and excitement. 
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QUR'AN READING EXHIBITION  

Qur‟an Reading was once the bureau‟s major programs for the past years 

considering that it as Islamic practices of the Bangsamoro in the region influenced 

by Eastern missionaries. Even though the program was transferred to other ARMM 

agency, the bureau continuously being part and supports such activity. The 

bureau‟s staff led by the executive Director Engr. Marites K. Maguindra, CEO VI 

assisted in ushering the VIPs and registration of the delegates, visitors and other 

participants held last December 11, 2016 exhibitedby Moro national and 

international champions in different Islamic Asean countries 

 

 

WOMEN ACTIVITIES  
Women are integral part of cultural development. Their contribution to the growth 

and development of our society is determined by how much they play their productive, 

reproductive and community roles. Knowledge and understanding of their rights as a 

woman is one of the key to emancipate them and channel their potential as a member of 

the community.  

The Bureau on Cultural Heritage – ARMM supports programs and activities that 

promote gender equality and women empowerment. For year 2016, the following are the 

activities and programs attended and conducted by the bureau in relation to promoting 

gender equality and women empowerment.  

First ARMM Bangsamoro Women Summit 

 

 The 

Bureau 

was 
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represented by the CAO – Maguindanao Sheryan P. Guialel, Nor-ain Lambitan CAO Lanao 

and Alanisa M. Bantuas, Executive Assistant during the 1st RMM Bangsamoro Women 

Summit spearheaded by the Regional Commission on Bangsamoro Women –ARMM and 

the Department of Education ARMM in coordination with the Office of the Regional 

Governor last February 1-2, 2016 at the SKCC Complex, ORG Compound, Cotabato City. 

The said event provided a venue for all women to work on peace – building and 

responsible leadership in ARMM and provided opportunity for the participants to 

understand deeper the intricacies of transformative governance that is responsive to the 

cultural identity of the Bangsamoro. 

FORUM ON GENDER AND ELECTION RELATED VIOLENCE 

 

The Autonomous Regional Government (ARG) and the Commission on Election 

(COMELEC) in coordination with the Regional Commission on Bangsamoro Women (RCBW) 

conducted a forum on gender and election-related violence against women in elections 

last march 4, 2016 at the Shariff Kabunsuan Cultural Complex, ARMM Compound 

Cotabato City. The Bureau actively participated in said forum through its representatives, 

namely: Sheryan P. Guialel and Nor-ainLambitan while ARMM Employee Performing Arts 

Guild (AEPAG) Musalik P. Kabunto, Administrative Assistant III and Kulintang expert staged 

a kulintang piece and Timuay Johny Mukodef, BCH IP representative performed a Teduray 

dance during the event.  

 The event provided a platform for discussion of Violence Against Women in Election 

(VAWE) in the Philippines in the context of the 2016 National, Local and ARMM election, 

gathered recommendations and best practices to end VAWE, encouraged greater and 

violence – free participation of women in election and came up with signed Covenant for 

peaceful election between and among the candidates for the 2016 elections. 
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INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF GENDER AND DEVELOPMENT FOCAL PERSON SYSTEM 

INITIAL MEETING  

 

  On August 30, 2016 the RCBW-ARMM called for a meeting regarding the 

Institutionalization of Gender and Development Focal Point System for GAD program of 

every ARMM line agency. Nor-ain I. Lambitan, Cultural and Arts Officer II attended the first 

meeting held at the RCBW-ARMM office, ORG Compound, Cotabato City. This is to 

capacitate the line agencies through training the focal persons and established GFPS 

structure so that the every programs and activities shall be implemented independently by 

the implementing agency. Follow up meeting on the updates and changes for the GPFS 

was also conducted on September 14, 2016 at the same venue and was attended by 

Birual B. Tuttuh, the Administrative Officer of the Bureau. 

 

UN WOMEN SUMMIT  

 

Amplifying Women‟s Voices Reclaiming Women‟s Spaces for Leadership and 

Participation in the Bangsamoro was the theme of the Women‟s Month Celebration 

facilitated by UN Women with the RCBW-ARMM. The bureau also celebrates the women‟s 

month every October. Nor-ain I. Lambitan, Community Affairs Officer II of the bureau 

attended the said program last October 28, 2016 at Em Manor Restaurant, Cotabato City. 

 

ORIENTATION ON R.A. 9262 

 

The Bureau on Cultural Heritage - ARMM conducted an Orientation on R.A. 9262 

also known as ANTI-VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN AND THEIR CHILDREN ACT OF 2004 in 

support to the 18 days campaign to end violence against women. The said program was 

attended and participated by the employees of the agency and few guest from other line 

agencies in ARMM. Dr. Monela M. Mua of Mindanao State University – Maguindanao and 

Ms. Raisah C. Mocsin of the Regional Commission for Bangsamoro Women are the invited 

lecturers.  

 

The one day orientation seminar discusses women and gender issues, the 

challenges that Bangsamoro women have experiences and the factors that help them 
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transform, be developed and be empowered as a member of their society. Engr. Marites 

K. Maguindra, the Executive Director of BCH – ARMM during her welcome address said that 

“Women should know their rights in order for them to be empowered”.  

 

GAD PROGRAMS 

 

  To strengthen and align programs of the Bureau to Gender and Development, 

program the Bureau participated the Writeshop on the Formulation of Regional Gender 

and Development (GAD) Module held at Pagana Native Restaurant, Cotabato City last 

December 7-9, 2016 attended by Nor-ain I. Lambitan, Community Affairs Assistant II. 

 

  Traditional and cultural practices as one of the important things to be considered in 

GAD module writing was a suggestion from the bureau that was noted by the facilitators to 

be included since they have indicated only the religious traditions and practices which are 

totally different from one another. 
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CAPACITY BUILDING ACTIVITIES 
 

 The capacity building activities undertaken by the bureau aims to strengthen the 

competencies, skills and abilities of not only its workforce, but also of the communities, it 

serves. The bureau understands that the success of an organization relies greatly on its 

human resource. Their development in a wider and cultural enabling environment  is  key 

achieve our social, cultural and economic goals in our communities.  

 The program is divided in two, internal capacity building and external capacity 

building. On individual level, the bureau engages its employees into trainings, seminars and 

workshops to enhance their knowledge and skill and to expose them to conditions to 

process their learning and adapt to changes. On community level, the bureau organizes 

trainings, provide technical assistance to ceremonies, activities and programs in the 

communities. Through these activities, the bureau continues to promote and uphold the 

unique identity of the Bangsamoro people. 

A. EXTERNAL CAPACITY BUILDING  

KULINTANG TRAINING WORKSHOP FOR CHILDREN 

 The bureau opens the series of external capacity building activities with Kulintang 

training which ran from February 24 - 29, 2016 at Tenorio Elementary School, Datu Odin 

Sinsuat, Maguindanao. The main thrust of this program is to imbibe cultural awareness and 

consciousness among the people through educational musical learning. Through this 

activity, the participants learned to appreciate and play Kulintang instrument, a part of our 

which the present generation have less knowledge and concerned of. The bureau also 

brought Sarunay (small Kulintang) complete ensemble instruments and Maguindanaon 

attire that were used in the final Kulintang demonstration of the participants. The activity 

was facilitated by Mr. Musalik P. Kabunto, the in-house Kulintang expert of the BCH – 

ARMM. 

RITUAL IN IP GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
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 To manifest its support to the Indigenous Peoples community in the region, On April 

9, 2016, the IP coordinator and researcher Timuay Johnny Mukodef led a Teduray ritual 

during the IP General Assembly at Barangay Tambak, Datu Blah Sinsuat, Maguindanao. 

Traditionally, it is a practiced of Teduray to perform ritual as their religious way of asking 

permission to the creator before conducting religious events for a blessed, protected and 

successful conduct of activity. 

  

TEDURAY RITUAL 61ST FOUNDING ANNIVERSARY OF LGU-UPI 

 

  In line with the 61st 

Founding Anniversary of 

LGU-Upi from June 3-10, 

2016, the Bureau on 

Cultural Heritage- ARMM 

has been invited to 

spearhead and initiate 

the Teduray Ritual or 

“Temena” on June 3, 

2016, 6:00am at 

“Tenines”, in front of SB 

Hall, Nuro, Upi, 

Maguindanao. 

 

  Timuay Johnny Minted Mokudef, Community Affairs Assistant of BCH-ARMM 

facilitated and led the conduct of the said ritual. The celebration had also various activities 

conducted that depicted the opulent cultures of the tri-people of Upi, composing the 

Indigenous People, Settlers, and the Moros. 
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BCH – ARMM SUPPORTS IP WEEK CELEBRATION 2016 
 

 

 L. R. Sebastian Elementary School, in celebration of the Indigenous People (IP) Week 

conducted a three day symposium with a theme “KEADAT - ADATAY TEDURAYE, an Integral 

Part of the Philippine Cultural Heritage and History”. In the said program, the Bureau on 

Cultural Heritage – ARMM extended their support though sending Timuay Johnny Mokudef, 

one of the Cultural Affairs Officer of the bureau to initiate the ritual for the opening 

ceremony of the program.  

 

  The said forum was conducted from August 10 to August 12, 2016 at L. R. Sebastian 

Elementary School. Timuay Mokudef, a member of the IP himself was the guest speaker in 

the said symposiums. He talked about the history of the Teduray tribe on the first day and 

Teduray customs and tradition the following day.  

 

  The said program was in line with the bureaus mandate of preserving and 

promoting cultural heritage in the provinces of ARMM. Through engagement like this, we 

hoped that the young generations will recognize the value of their culture and heritage.  

 

CONDUCTED IPS RITUALS DURING THE IPS MONTH CELEBRATION  

October is declared to be the National Indigenous Peoples Month under the 

Presidential Declaration 9062 which recognize and protects the rights of indigenous cultural 

communities geared towards national unity and development. The Canizarez National 

High School through its IPED Coordinator Mrs. Julieta G. Clarete requested the Bureao on 

cultural Heritage -  ARMM to assist them in their celebration by having Timuay Johny 

Mokudef, one of the employee of the bureau to lead them in the ritual ceremony of the of 

their activity. An estimated two hundred students attended the said activity last October 

21-22, 2016.  
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Another ritual was also led by Timuay Johnny Mokudef at the CITY HALL Canopy  

Cotabato  on October 22, 2016. More than six hundred indigenous people and selected 

tribal leaders partake in the said IP Month celebration.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT AND LECTURE ON MAGUINDANAON HAND WOVEN FABRIC: “INAWL” 

 In line with the Bureau mandate on the promotion and preservation of the autonomous 

region‟s cultural heritage, Director I for Administrative and Finance Bai Zorayda S. Sinsuat - 

Musur represented Executive Director Ardan D. Sali through a short message during the 

Exhibit and Lecture on Maguindanaon Hand 

Woven Fabric “INAWL” as part of the Gender 

and Development Program and in celebration 

of women‟s month last march 29, 2016 at the 

SKCC complex, ARMM compound Cotabato 

City. The activity was spearheaded by the 

Department of Tourism – ARMM in partnership 

with the Institute of Bangsamoro Studies and 

Sultan Kudarat Islamic Academy President, 

Madam Lourdes V. Mastura who gave a very 

informative lecture on the “Inawl” with 

demonstration on the style and uses of malong. 

 The Bureau have also included under the 

external capacity building program for 2016, 

trainings on PISYABIT weaving in Sulu, TENUN 

weaving in Basilan and TEPO mat Weaving in 

Tawi-Tawi also in line with the women‟s month 

celebration with local women new mothers 

and out-of-school youth as beneficiaries.  
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CONDUCTED MAMALU TABUNAWAY ROYAL DESCENDANT PEACE ALLIANCE OF THE 

PHILIPPINES, INC. ASSEMBLY  

 

 The Royal House of Maharadjah Tabunaway Kinship and the Royal House of Rajah 

Mamalu Kinship hosted a joint launching of Alliances and partnership with Muslim Aid 

Philippines, an International non-government organization based in London October 09, 

2016 at North Upi, Maguinddanao. It was an opening ceremony of a pilot project of 

Livelihood on Agribusiness program in cooperation of the Bureau on Cultural Heritage, 

ARMM. The two royal houses made alliances of their royal descendants to strengthen 

confederacy across all sectors of the society; to promote courage, solidarity, 

accountability and integrity of the TRI people in Mindanao. Its mandate is for the 

advancement in the fulfilment of genuine peace and social development in Mindanao 

through historical impartiality, sustainable efforts and human rights that shall consider 

diverse socio-cultural context and the heritage of the TRI People for commissioning so as to 

the full realization of fairness, respect, justness and legitimacy. Its vision here is as the state in 

a multi-cultural heritage in Mindanao.  To be more conventional and most admired 

endearing kinship with excellence in skills, passion in driven motivation and work hard 

towards building a better tomorrow of the TRI people of Mindanao. 

 

 The Municipal Mayor of North Upi, Maguindanao, Honorable Mayor Ramon Piang 

was one of the guest speakers.  The Bureau on Cultural Heritage of ARMM headed by the 

Executive Director Engr. Bai Marites K. Maguindra, CEO VI delivered her inspirational 

speech in support to the alliances and partnership. Other guests were representative from 

the Office of the Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process (OPAPP), the Country 

Consultant for Philippines Mission, Mr. Richard Arceno of Muslim Aid Philippines as Special 

Guest Speaker. 

 In the first part of the program, the master of the ceremonies from the Bureau in the 

person of Esnaira Salem & Jamailah Sucol introduced all guests & participants.  Opening 

messages are delivered by IP Timuay and the Rationale was given by the President/CEO of 

the Mamalu Tabunaway Royal Descendants United Peace Alliance of the Phil., Hadjah 

Putri Bai Marieta Nor-Aisha Mindalano-Adam the Chief of the Cultural Revival Division of 

the Bureau. 

 In the afternoon session, Oath taking of all the appointed officers of the Alliances 

was done and inducted them by the DILG – REGION XII Director Ali Puna Abdullah. A 

message of support from different delegation has been heard. 

 The participants are expected to have their full support and accelerate the thinking 

to generate ideas, experiences, strategies and actions to develop good leadership. To 

restore, revive and heighten the band of brotherhood of the tri people particularly the two 

royal and native descendants of Shariff Maharadjah who was the father of the two 
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brothers Maharadjah Tabunaway & Rajah Mamalu through unification, teamwork and 

total awareness on their lineage and ancestry. 

MINDANAO TRADITIONAL LEADERS PEACE CONVENTION 

 

The Royal House of Maharadjah Tabunaway Kinship in partnership with Maharadjah 

Tabunaway Descendant Council of the Philippines, Inc. and Bureau on Cultural Heritage-

ARMM spearheaded the first ever Mindanao Traditional Leaders Peace Convention held at 

Shariif Kabunsuan Cultural Complex on December 1, 2016. The Peace Convention has the 

theme, “Dream of Peace is yet to come; Bridge for a Cause and Forging Alliances towards 

a Peaceful Resolution for the Interest of Autonomy and Federalism”. The event aims to 

unite the Mindanao Traditional Leaders to support President Rodrigo “Digong” Duterte in 

working on the overhauling of the three-decade-old 1987 Constitution of the Philippines 

and in proposing a shift to a federal-parliamentary form of government. 

 

The Peace Convention was attended by more than 400 participants including the 

representatives from the Royal House of Rajah Mamalu Kinship, Royal House of Kabuntalan, 

Royal House Sultanate of Buayan Darusallam, Royal House of Datu Lumenda, Sultanate of 

Ala Valley, Sultanate of South Linantangan, and other Royal Houses in Mindanao 

Archipelago. 

 

MALONG DANCE NUMBER 

 CSC ARMM employees presented a Malong Dance Number during their welcome 

program relative to the visit of Honourable CSC Chairman Alicia De La Rosa –Bala last 

January 21, 2016. The Bureau provided ethnic decoration at the CSC regional office, 

ethnic attire and instruments to be used for the dance presentation Musalik P. Kabunto, 

Admin. Assistant II acted choreographer of the group.   
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BANGGALA: FASHION FAIR 

This year‟s celebration of the Shariff Kabunsuan Festival was made grander with the 

BANGGALA: FASHION FAIR. An international fashion and textile exhibit organized by the 

DOT XII and LGU Cotabato City, in partnership with National Commission on Culture and 

the Arts, Mindanao Development Authority and the Bureau of Cultural Heritage-ARMM. 

Weavers from different provinces exhibited their traditional weaving skills and showcased 

their products on December 15-19, 2016 at Alnor Activity Center, Cotabato City. 

Other featured events were Bangala Fashion Show, Bangala-BIMP-EAGA Exhibit, Photo 

Competition, and the Bangala Fashion Heritage Art and Culture Forum. 
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B. INTERNAL CAPACITY BUILDING 

ASSESSMENT AND STRATEGIC PLANNING CUM TEAMBUILDING ACTIVITY 

 The Bureau on Cultural Heritage – ARMM workforce, headed by its former Executive 

Director Ardan D. Sali, went to Dakak Park and Beach Resort in Dapitan City for their 

annual Teambuilding, Assessment and Strategic Planning Activities. 

 With the savings from the Fiscal year 2016 of the bureau‟s allotted budget, after 

having the deliverables and other programs conducted successfully, Dir. Sali and the rest 

of the BCH working staff enjoyed the price of visiting one of the famous resorts in the 

Philippines last January 7-9, 2016. It has been an exercise of the office to conduct post-

activity assessments for each quarter, in the mid-year, and an annual evaluation, on how 

the programs went per accomplishments and outputs promoting its vision, mission, goals, 

and objectives. 

PARTICIPATION IN CSC SUPERVISORY DEVELOPMENT COURSE TRACK II 

 

 The Bureau in persons of Executive Director Ardan D. Sali, Biriual Tuttuh, Nor-ain I. 

Lambitan, and Sheryan P. Guialel participated in the Civil Service Commission – ARMM 

Supervisory Development Course Track II at Pagana Kutawato Restaurant, Cotabato City. 

The said activity was held for five (5) consecutive days on January 25-29, 2016 tackling 

several topics such as leadership, management, motivation, communication, listening, and 

other essential topics that can make a good supervisor. The whole activity was facilitated 

by Director Leopoldo Roberto W. Valderosa Jr., CESO V; Director Dominador E. Gonzales 

Jr.; Ms. Sandrah Arnica M. Usman, Chief HR Specialist, HRD; Mr. Ian Philip P. Zurita, Senior HR 

Specialist, HRD. 
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 The Five (5) days non residential training was intended for first – line supervisors or 

would be supervisors who have completed SDC Track I directed towards building the 

managerial and supervisory skills of the supervisors as well as the critical competencies 

needed to effectively perform supervisory function. 

EMPOWERING THE BCH STAFF 

 

 On May 30 – June 3, 2016, Executive 

Director Ardan D. Sali together with 

Administrative Officer Birual B. Tuttuh and 

Cultural & Arts Officers Sheryan P. Guialel and 

Nor-ain I. Lambitan attended the Civil Services 

Supervisory Development Course Track III in 

completion of the training course at Pagana 

Restaurant, Cotabato City. Capacitating the 

skills and potentials of employees is part of a well 

strategized management system of the bureau.  

 

 

ARMM ROADMAP CONSULTATIONS WITH CULTURAL HERITAGE STAKEHOLDERS 

 

 As part of the Region-wide Roadmap Consultations of the Autonomous Regional 

Government towards achieving more quality services, the Bureau on Cultural Heritage 

(BCH) conducted Focus Group Discussions (FGD) and Key Informant Interviews (KII) on 

June 27- July 2, 2016 with the cultural stakeholders in the different provinces of ARMM to 

tackle issues concerning the current situation of the province's cultural heritage. The 

consultations were facilitated by 

the Cultural Affairs Officers of the 

respective 5 provinces. 

 

 Different issues were 

discussed such as the authenticity 

of culture (i.e. dances, rituals, 

attires) as time offers evolution and 

change, cultural and traditional 

appropriations, the decreasing 

appreciation on culture and 

traditional arts of the society 

especially of the youth, gradual loss 

of many cultural and historical sites, 
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decreasing knowledge of the authentic practices, and more. With all the concerns raised, 

suggestions and recommendations were also given by the different cultural stakeholders to 

address them through proper programs and activities aiming for its promotion and 

preservation. 

 

 As an output, the BCH-ARMM shall be reformulating the work plan of its target 

activities and programs basing from the consultations conducted, which all shall be 

implemented in the five provinces. 

 

SEMINAR-WORKSHOP ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING 

MANUAL (GAM) 

 

 Rosario L. Martinez, Budget Officer and Gina B. Autida, Budgeting Assistant I, BCH-

ARMM, attended the Seminar-Workshop on the Implementation of GovernmentAccounting 

Manual (GAM), conducted by the Philippine Institute of Certified Public Accountants 

(PICPA) and the FBMS, ORG-ARMM with the coordination of the Commission on audit held 

on September 5-9, 2016 at Glamour Restaurant, Cotabato City. The seminar was designed 

to provide updates, and to enhance the quality and uniformity in recording and reporting 

government financial transactions with preference on accounts customized for the ARMM 

Financial Reporting 

 

TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT STAFF MEETING  

 

Last October 7, 2016, the Technical Management Staff under the Office of the 

Regional Governor of the ARMM called a meeting to all line agencies at Golden Lace 

Restaurant, Cotabato City. The main agenda of the said meeting was the templated and 

unified format of accomplishment reports submitted to their office monthly. Indeed, it is 

better to have a unified format of report and strict compliance of meeting the deadlines.  

 

The bureau is now more organize in reporting system with the proper guidance of 

the respective agency on report matters. The meeting was attended by Nor-ain I. 

Lambitan Community Affairs Officer II, Rosario Martinez, Acting Budget Officer and Gina 

Autida, Budgeting Assistant I. 
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HUMAN RESOURCE SUMMIT FOR STRATEGIC PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT (SPMS) 

KEY PLAYERS FOR ARMM  

 

 The Office of the Regional Governor ARMM‟S Human Resource and 

Management Division ij partnership with the Office of the Chief-of-Staff conducted 

the first Human Resource Summit on Strategic Performance Management System 

(SPMS) Key Players for the Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao last November 

8, 2016 at the Shariff Kabunsuan Cultural Complex. 

 

 The said summit was participated by budget, planning, and administrative 

officers from the forty-eight agencies in ARMM. The Bureau on Cultural Heritage – 

ARMM staffs in the person of Rosario Martines, Marylyn Edward, Esnaira Salem, Nor-

ain Lambitan and Musalik Kabunto attended the summit. To improve employee‟s 

productivity and efficiency is what the organizers of the program aim. It is also a 

clear manifestation of the efforts of the regional government to improve 

performance of its workforce and meet international standard operating 

procedures among its line agencies. 

Leopoldo Roberto Valderosa, Director IV of CSC- ARMM, one of the three 

lecturers in the program said that the success of an organization relies greatly on its 

human resources thus making them the most important asset in an organization. 

This is why the summit is vital to success of not only the individual but of the 

agencies as a whole.  

 The basic elements of SPMS and its processes which include performance 

planning and commitment, monitoring and coaching, review and evaluation, 
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rewarding and development planning, and other pertinent SPMS guidelines such as 

ratings, alignment of functions, and the SPMS calendar and cycle were discussed.  

It is hoped that after the program, there will be significant changes and 

development in ARMM agencies‟ SPMS plan.  

FY 2017 LOCAL FUND BUDGET FORUM 

 

  The Bureau was 

represented by Engr. Marites K. 

Maguindra, CEO VI, Executive 

Director, Birual B. Tuttuh, 

Administrative Officer II, 

Rosario L. Martinez, Budget 

Officer and Gina B. autida, 

Budgeting Assistant I in one-day FY 2017 Local Fund Budget Forum, conducted by 

the Regional Budget and Management Office (RBMO-ARMM) held on September 

15, 2016 at Pagana Kutawato Native Restaurant, Cotabato City. 

 

 

INSTITUTIONAL LINKAGES 
 

The Bureau on Cultural Heritage – ARMM adhere to program and activities of other 

agencies and institutions that foster socio-economic development, human development 

and peace and security in the region, which supports the directives of the Regional 

Governor. The bureau aims to continue forging alliance with partner institutions and uphold 

cooperation with priority sectors from government to build strong linkage with them for 

future collaborative projects and programs. The following are the programs and activities 

that the bureau has engaged into: 

1st ARMM ARCHIVES DAY 
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The ORG partnered the BCH on the 1st ARMM Archives Day with the theme 

“Enhance archiving and document Management, Continual Progress in 

Bangsamoro held at the SKCC, ORG Compound, Cotabato City last October 21, 

2016. Executive Director Engr. Marites K. Maguindra, CEO VI was one of the 

facilitator and delivered her message on the importance of archiving necessary 

documents that are need to be preserved. Globodox Company also introduced 

the technological way of archiving which the files will be best archived. 

1ST MINDANAO SULU ARCHIPELAGO KADATUAN HISTORY CONVENTION 

 

            Executive Director Ardan D. Sali and 

Community Affairs Officer of 

MaguindanaoSheryan P. Guialel and Nor-

ainLambitan of Lanao Sur expressed their 

commitment of support and participation in a 

special forum 

in reuniting 

traditional 

leaders, local 

historians, “Patatalsila” from different 

sultanates, clan and media people in 

Mindanao. The 1st Mindanao Sulu Archipelago 

Kadatuan History Convention was held in 

Davao City last February 20-21, 2016 to 

showcase their lineage, culture, customs and 

be a part of history. All inputs, ideas and data were documented, heard and 

respected and will be submitted to international libraries, historical commissions and 

international museums as part of Mindanao and Sulu History. 

This event was made possible through the united efforts of the Royal House 

and Descendants of Maharajah, Mamalu Kinship and in cooperation with the 

Maharadja Tabunaway Royal Descendants Council of the Philippines. 

BCH – ARMM ATTENDS TRAINING SEMINAR ON HISTORICAL METHOD 

  The Bureau has attended a two days seminar training workshop on Historical 

Method hosted by the National Historical Commission from August 21 to 22, 2016 at 

Waterfront Resorts Hotel in Davao city. The participants are Executive Director Engr. 

Marites K. Maguindra, Bai Marieta P. Mindalano-Adam, Al Haj, Community Affairs 

Officers, and Yusoph K. Maguindra, Computer Programmer.  
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  The resource speaker Chair Maris Diokno emphasized the process of historical 

method in establishing general facts and principles through attention to 

chronology and also to the evolution of what is being studied.  Historical method is 

a tool of learning about something by considering its origin and development. This 

method comprises the techniques and guidelines by which historians use as primary 

sources or secondary sources and tertiary sources to research and then to write 

history. 

  The training seminar on historical method is substantial; it served as guidance 

for the bureau in gathering data the research works and in performing statistical 

analysis on any data both in technical and in operation. Specifically, the training is 

useful to strengthen the research and documentation program of the bureau.  

BCH – ARMM PARTAKE IN UNESCO – MEMORY OF THE WORLD DOCUMENTARY 

HERITAGE AWARENESS AND NOMINATION SEMINAR 
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 The Bureau on Cultural 

Heritage are privileged to be part 

of the UNESCO-Memory of the 

World (MOW) Documentary 

Heritage Awareness and 

Nomination Seminar which was 

organized by the Philippine 

National Commission for United 

Nations Educational, Scientific, and 

Cultural Organization (UNESCO), in 

cooperation and partnership with 

the University of the Philippines Mindanao and the Center for New Cinema (CNC) 

last September 3, 2016 at the Lorenzo Hall, University of the Philippines Mindanao. 

The Bureau sends five delagtes headed by the gifted Executive Director Engr, 

Marites K. Maguindra with staffs Bai Marieta Mindalano – Adam, Nor-ain Lambitan, 

Esnaira Salem and Yusoph Maguindra.  

Jawi Documents is the focus of the seminar in addition to study of Philippine 

documents that include ancient syllabary, motion pictures, recorded sound and 

chants, government records, religious chronicles and other documentary artifacts. 

If not preserved, they will disappear in time and with their disappearance, our 

memory of the past may also vanish.  

In the seminar, participants 

had an opportunity to nominate 

new documents to be added to 

the UNESCO-MOW registries in 

the world. Present registries 

include the Philippine 

Paleographs, Radio Broadcast of 

the Philippine People Power 

Revolution, Jose Maceda 

Collection, Presidential Papers of 

Manuel L. Quezon, and the film 

Ganito Kami Noon, Paano Kayo Ngayon?  

 The Bureau representatives nominated a document, an original century old 

Jawi documents contains the history of the native people in the Philippines and it 
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traces lineage of HM Rajah Tabunaway and his descendants. The document 

supported by the book, publication, and ethnological survey of Najeeb M. Saleeby, 

a Lebanese Syrian Protestant physician in 1902 consisting of original studies and 

translation from Moro texts; a series of papers on Moro History, Law and Religion; 

also with the book entitled „‟The Tariqul Islam Fil Philippines” in 1950‟s. The book 

authored by Shiekh Alim Basheir, a Maranao Religious Historian, published in 1960‟s 

at Ashgar University Cairo Egypt, Indonesia, Malaysia, Makkatul Mukarrama and 

Philippines in very limited copies only. This document was accepted right away and 

the Bureau is working on its technical details for it to be approved by the UNESCO 

National Board.   

 

BCH VISITS MUSEUM FOR BENCHMARKING PURPOSES 

 After attending the UNESCO-Memory of the World (MOW) Documentary 

Heritage Awareness and Nomination Seminar, the bureau employees proceed in 

visiting cultural institutions for benchmarking purposes.  They first went to Museo 

Dabawenyo, one of the Divisions under the City Mayor‟s Office of the City 

Government of Davao established through City Ordinance No. 0266-06 Series of 

2006.  It is being run in collaboration with the private sector.  It is a "people's 

museum" and its programs are geared towards better historical and cultural 

awareness, understanding and integration.  

 The group progressed to Davao Museum. A project by the Filipinas 

Foundation (now the Ayala Foundation) and the Zonta Club back in the 70s, the 

Davao Museum of History and Ethnography has now grown to be one of the best 

places to learn about Southern Mindanao‟s rich history, culture, and ethnography. 

The Davao Museum holds hundreds of artifacts and artwork created by ethnic 

groups in this region. Through this museum, Davaoenos and all Filipinos are able to 

preserve and protect remnants of their important historical heritage. 

 And the last place they visited is the Living Heritage of Philippine Indigenous 

Peoples Ethnological Museum. This center is no ordinary museum. It depicts the 

living culture that IPs continues to retain despite the strong influence of 

modernization. It also serves as IPs voice to the world because it presents the 

unheard sentiments of the IPs due to the destruction of their lives and culture. Thus, 

this would help mainstream society understand and respect the long-time struggle 

of the IPs.  
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 The overall visit aims to incite concepts to the group for the proposed 

program of putting up a Bangsamoro museum. This will be the Regional Center for 

cultural and archaeological collections throughout history of the Moro people 

around ARMM region. It will serve as permanent exhibits that represent historical 

and contemporary peoples from ARMM. It will also feature special exhibits, based 

on the Moro History, law and religion. Further, it will serve as a springboard for 

unique programs, tours, and special events. Through the collections and 

educational programs, it can help interpret the diversity of cultures in the region.  

BCH – ARMM MEETS WITH NATIONAL MUSEUM DIRECTOR AND NCCA 

 To strengthen the cultural promotion and preservation advocacies of the 

bureau and to foster strong linkages with National Agencies related to Arts and 

Culture, selected employees of BCH – ARMM headed by the dynamic Executive 

Director Engr. Marites K. Maguindra, paid a visit to the office of the National 

Museum of the Philippines and the National Commission on Culture and Arts.  

 

 On September 23, 2016 the group was cordially welcomed in the office of 

Assistant Director Ana T. Labrador of the National Museum of the Philippines. Also 

present is Engr. Jainab Aimee T. Agallero, the Chief Research, Collection and 

Conservation Division of the same institution. The meeting was centered on the 

possible collaboration of the two institutions to put up a local museum in the ARMM 

in which the National Museum committed to help in the realization of the project. It 

was also during the meeting that the group learn of the existence of former local 

museum in the Cotabato City. The artifacts in the said museum were collected and 

are now displayed in the local Museum in Zamboanga.  

 

 On September 25, 2016 the group also had the privilege to a tour inside one 

of the three buildings of the National Museum, the museum of Anthropology and 

History were artifacts related to the cultures of Filipinos beginning from pre-Spanish 

occupations are displayed. JR Arella led the group through each section of the 
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museum and painstakingly explained the highlights of each section. The said tour 

serves as a source of inspiration in the blueprint of the proposed Bangsamoro 

Museum of the bureau.  

 

 The group also visited the office of Fr. Harold Ll. Rentoria, OSA, Commissioner 

for Cultural Heritage NCCA. Also present during the visit and meeting are Ms. 

Devine Arawiran, Program Coordinator on Cultural Mapping of Cultural Heritage 

NCCA, Ms. Kay Malilong and other Executives of NCCA. The focus of the discussion 

is the upcoming facilitators training that will be conducted by NCCA in the 

province of Maguindanao for their cultural mapping program.  

 Overall, the said visits were fruitful and hoped to ignite the beginning of 

collaborative works in the name of cultural promotion and preservation. 

 

BCH – ARMM JOIN PHILIPPINE NATIONAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY 37TH ANNUAL 

CONFERENCE 

 The Philippine National Historical Society (PNHS), the oldest organization of 

professional historians and practitioners of history in the Philippines holds its 37th 

Annual Conference in Almont Inland Resort Hotel, Butuan City. PNHS conferences 

and publication have presented researches on mainstream national history and 

local/regional histories that enrich the understanding of cultural diversity of the 

Philippine society. 

 Ms. Esnaira S. Salem and Fairdauz Jamaila P. Sucor of the Bureau on Cultural 

Heritage - ARMM, in lieu of the Executive Director, travelled to Butuan City to 

participate in the said Conference of the Philippine National Historical Society. The 

Conference has run for three days. The first two days are indoor where selected 
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paper presentations about the local and national history are presented and 

discussed. The last day was “Lakbay Aral”, a tour in the cultural sites of Butuan City. 

 The said conference exposed the participants to different historical 

documents, both national and local, that are significant in building our identity not 

just as nation but as an individual. Further, the participants from BCH – ARMM took 

this opportunity to link with historians from all over the country to have access to 

their historical studies that will help preserve and promote the cultural heritage of 

the region.   

CULTURAL PROTECTION AND DEVELOPMENT SUMMIT     

The Bureau‟s Executive Director, Engr. Marites K. Maguindra, CEO VI together with 

Fairdauz Jamaila P. Sucol, Administrative Aide V attended the NCCA‟s Cultural 

Protection and Development Summit held at Heritage Hotel Manila on October 6 

to 7, 2016.   

 

The summit served as a venue for cultural stakeholder discussion on 

challenges, goals and outcomes on culture; craft strategies to address the 

identified challenges for 2017-2012, and provide input for the “Chapter on Culture 

of the Philippine Development Plan 2017-2022. The participation from the Bureau 

aims to strengthen the linkage between ARMM and other national cultural  

organization.  
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ATTENDED 1ST ARMM FRANCHISING EXPO AT SHARIFF KABUNSUAN CULTURAL 

COMPLEX  

 

Last October 4 – 5, 2016, the DTI-ARMM and 

Philippine Franchise Association conducted the 1st 

ARMM Franchising Expo at the Shariff Kabunsuan 

Cultural 

Complex, ORG, 

Cotabato City. 

The bureau was 

one of the participating agency of the 

event acquired information on how an 

invest

or could best invest capital for a business to 

be put up. It is important on cultural 

promotion so that entrepreneurs of native 

products in the region could somehow adapt 

its applicability on their business of interest. 

 

1ST ROYAL AND NOBILITY PEACE CONFERENCE 2016  

 

 The Bureau on Cultural Heritage, ARMM represented by Bai Marieta P. Mindalano-

Adam and Guiapar L. Kantar attended the first International Nobility & Royalty Peace 

Summit 2016 on November 23 – 28 at Dipolog City, Philippines complemented by the 10th 

Anniversary of the Royal Sultanate of Kapatagan Valley and the secretariat, Royal House 

of Maharadjah Tabunaway Kinship also one of the Key Sponsors of this auspicious 

occasion. 

 

 The program was attended by more than 30 VIP International guests from various 

royal dignitaries around the globe. To mention some, we have 2 Prince from the Kingdom 

of Saudi Arabia,  HRH Prince Shiekh Ibrahim Al-Zahrani and HRH Prince Shiekh Fahad Al-

Qahtani both Board Executive of the Elite Royal Society Group in the World ; Hrh Steven Teh 

Natakuapa and his wife Shirley  from Australia, as President of the World Organization of 

Martial Arts –Australia & Director for Tai Chi-Chuan in the World Wushu  Kung Fu 

organization publicly allege his Declaration of support for the Royal House of Maharadjah 

Tabunaway Kinship as the Aboriginal, native people and the ruler of the Island of 

Mindanao;  the Prince of Virginia USA - Daniel Clay Pugh also declared his strong support to 

the same.  
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 The first day of the program was the arrival of all the VIP delegations from 

international and local participants. On the second day, the program proper includes 

recognition and networking; at night session Welcome Gala Dinner was served at the 

venue. Guests were entertained by a Cultural show showcasing Muslim & a tribal dance 

was performed brought by the Bureau on Cultural Heritage; the cultural dance, the music 

and the culinary delights have been a pleasure to behold. 

 The Keynote Speaker of Day 2, from the Office of the President, Office of the 

Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process (OPAPP) represented General Ramon Santos, 

OPAPP Consultant and on the Gala Dinner our Keynote Speaker were given by the PNP 

Regional Director, PSUPT. Billy Baldemor Beltran PRO9 representing the office of the PNP 

Chief Ronaldo Bato Dela Rosa. Short messages from different dignitaries also highlighted. 

The Bureau represented by the Chief of the Cultural Revival Division- Putri Bai Marieta 

Mindalano - Adam was tasked to give the rationale of the event and the recognition of 

the different title and ranks of royalty to their respective area of responsibilities. The 

enthronement, confirmation, affirmation and anointment of title/rank was given by the 

Titular Head/King of Mindanaue Darussalam His Majesty Maharadjah Tabunaway II, Hadji 

Datu Lihondo E. Adam witnessed and assisted by the Four Pillars of Traditional Leaders of 

Maguindanao specifically the Midted sa Inged-Hadji Datu Abbas Abdulkadir; Gogo sa 

Maguindanao-Datu Julkarnain Tulano Musa; MaraguiaLaila-Datu Abo Mustapha and Datu 

sa Kaludan sa Maguindanao-Datu Anok Ansam and the Omarmaya sa Maguindanao-

Datu Tamano Marlon Penda Taup Yusop and other Datus and Bais from the royal House of 

Rajah Mamalu Kinship, royal house of Rajah Buayan, royal house of Kabuntalan and many 

others. The Sixteen Pangampong sa Ranao and the four Paniyuruganan of Ranao ko Taritib 

and Ijma royalties were also present. 

 In the farewell dinner was full of surprises where ceremonial of investiture and 

enthronement for different title and ranks were recognized. It has been a great honor and 

privilege to witness this magnificent ceremony. It is particularly impressive to meet the wide 

range of people of dignitaries in this international network to further substantiate of our 

purpose in achieving altruistic peace and humanity aspirations. All participants both the 

local and international royalties and from all walks of life who have made the stay and 

delight others will continue further wealth, happiness and prosperity. Participants have 
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learned so much from this wonderful sojourn & look forward for future partnership and 

collective good works. 

GMA NEWS TV VISITED BCH 

 

  The GMA News TV visited 

BCH-ARMM captured a video 

of Kulintang performance and 

different rhythm as referred from 

the office of Executive Assistant 

to be used as background 

music for Atty. Laisa M. Alamia‟s 

interview. The ensemble played 

by Musalik P. Kabunto, Nor-ain I. 

Lambitan, Sheryan P. Guialel and Omar John Sinsuat on April 7, 2016 at the Bureau Cultural 

Artifacts Display room. 

BCH VISIT TO NATIONAL HISTORICAL COMMISSION (NHCP) 

 

On April 25, 2016 

Executive Director Ardan D. 

Sali together with the Culture 

and Arts Officers Nor-ain I. 

Lambitan and Sheryan P. 

Guialel met at the office of 

National Historical Commission 

of the Philippines, Manila. In 

line with the research and 

documentation program of the Bureau, the NHCP referred a copy of identified landmarks 

in the region yet not recognized due to lack of supporting facts and documents. With this, 

the Bureau has expressed willingness to work it out with the LGUs and other concerned 

parties within its capacity.  

 

BCH-ARMM AND YSEALI COLLABORATION 

 

The US Embassy Community Affairs Officer Ryan G. Bradeen and YSEALI Officers met 

the Bureau Executive Director Ardan D. Sali and other staff at the Alnor, Cotabato City on 

May 10, 2016 in coordination with the upcoming activities to be conducted by their 

organization‟s ACCESS scholars. This is looking forward of having chances in imparting 

essential cultural information to the young generations. 
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38TH NATIONAL DISABILITY PREVENTION AND REHABILITATION WEEK 

 

  The RHRC-ARMM led in giving the rights of Persons with Disabilities (PWDs) as 

highlighted during the 38th National Disability Prevention and Rehabilitation Week with the 

theme “Karapatan ng Maykapansanan, Isakatuparan… Now Na!”  

  On July 14, 2016, RHRC-ARMM held a steering committee meeting at their office to 

talk about the upcoming activities related to the 38th National Disability Prevention and 

Rehabilitation Week celebration. Fairdauz Jamaila P. Sucol, Administrative Aide V of the 

Bureau attended the said meeting. BCH-ARMM was tasked to install decorations a day 

before the event. The Bureau was also tasked to provide videos for the National Anthem 

and ARMM Hymn. 

 

  The celebration was held on 21st of July 2016 at Alnor Convention Center, Cotabato 

City together with other committed ARMM agencies and offices such as the ORG, DSWD, 

DILG, DOH, DTI, DEPED, DOLE, TESDA, BPI, BCH and DOTC as well as with some supportive 

partner organizations such as ICRC, UNHCR, HOM, BRAC, MOROPRENEUR, BANGSAMORO 

DEVELOPMENT AGENCY (BDA), DAVAO JUBILEE FOUNDATION and GOLDEN HANDS 

CHARITY FOUNDATION. 
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NCCA visits BCH – ARMM  

 

 On August 9, 2016, Rev. Fr. Harold Ll. Rentoria, OSA, Commissioner for Cultural 

Heritage and Ms. Devine Arawiran, Program Coordinator on Cultural Mapping of Cultural 

Heritage NCCA visited the office of Bureau on Cultural Heritage – ARMM in Cotabato City 

to have exploratory talks about programs and projects that the two agencies could work 

together in the future.  

 

 The guests were first welcomed by Hadja Putri Bai Marieta Nor-Aisha Mindalano-

Adam, the Chief for Cultural Revival Division together with her staffs, Nor-ain Lambitan and 

Esnaira Salem. They briefly explain to them the mandates and programs of BCH – ARMM 

and showed the output of the documented authentic Moro dances. 

 

 The discussion was centered on the proposed collaboration on Cultural mapping 

with the NCCA. The said cultural mapping is one of the programs of NCCA that includes 

mapping cultural assets of an area which are classified into cultural assets and resources 

which are further classified into community cultural organizations, spaces & facilities, 

intangible assets, cultural heritage, natural heritage, festival & events, creative cultural 

industries & creative cultural occupations, personalities (heroes and notable persons) and 

other cultural institutions (museums). 

 

 BCH Executive Director Engr. Marites K. Maguindra inquired the limitations, strengths 

and other areas of consideration like the source of fund in case the collaboration is 

pursued. In the end, Fr. Rentoria promised to draft a letter/resolution that will contain initial 

proposal of the said project/program.  

 

 The two agencies are hope to partner in programs that will promote and preserve 

the rich cultural heritage of the ARMM region.  

RBMO – ARMM 21ST ANNIVERSARY 
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  Rosario L. Martinez, BCH –ARMM Budget Officer was one of the nominees for the Top 

Performing Tandem by the RBMO-ARMM on the occasion of its 21st AnniversaryCelebration 

last August 23, 2016. During the awarding of Top-Performing locally-funded agencies. the 

1st „top 5” were duly recognized and awarded. Ms. Martinez ranked 6th. The event was held 

at Pagana Kutawato Native Retaurant, Cotabato City. 

 

116TH PHILIPPINE CIVIL SERVICE ANNIVERSARY KICK-OFF PROGRAM 

 

  The Civil Service 

Commission-ARMM 

spearheaded the celebration 

of the 116th anniversary of the 

Philippine Civil Service in 

September with the theme, 

“Sigaw ng Lingkod Bayani: 

Malasakit para sa 

Taumbayan, Kapwa Kawani, 

at Kalikasan”. 

 

  CSC-ARMM 

conducted a meeting on 

August 30, 2016 at their office. Attended by the focal persons from different agencies, the 

Bureau was represented by Fairdauz Jamaila P. Sucol, Administrative Aide V. BCH-ARMM 

was tasked to install decorations at the CSC-ARMM Office, at the oval, and at the stage in 

front of ORG for the Kick-Off Program. In support of the theme, the CSC-ARMM has lined up 

activities to commemorate the event, such as hanging of Tarpaulin, Coastal Clean-Up 

Drive, and Sports Fest. 

 

STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING FOR THE 24TH NATIONAL FAMILY WEEK CELEBRATION 

 

  The Steering Committee Meeting, led by DSWD-ARMM was held on September 1, 

2016 at Sardonyx Plaza, Cotabato City. The meeting was attended by Fairdauz Jamaila P. 

Sucol, Administrative Aide V of the Bureau.  

  Suggested activities for the celebration were hanging of tarpaulin, Photo Exhibit 

(September 20, 2016), Kick-Off Parade (September 22, 2016), Nomination for Model Family, 

Family Thanksgiving (September 23, 2016), Islamic Symposium (September 23, 2016), and 

Family Day Camp (September 24-25, 2016).  
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  BCH-ARMM was tasked to install decorations during Photo Exhibit and Kick-Off 

Parade/Program. The committee chairman also asked for volunteers from the Bureau who 

can render an intermission number and lead the Family Week Prayer. 

 

 

COASTAL CLEAN-UP DRIVE 

 

  Officials and employees of the different line agencies in the Autonomous Region in 

Muslim Mindanao, including BCH-ARMM joined the Coastal Clean-Up Drive in Datu Odin 

Sinsuat, Maguindanao on September 13, 2016. Spearheaded by DENR-ARMM, the activity 

was part of the 116th anniversary celebration of the Philippine Civil Service. The celebration 

bears the theme: “Sigaw ng Lingkod Bayani: Malasakit Para Sa Taumbayan, Kapwa 

Kawani at Kalikasan”.  

 

 

MOROLYMPICS 

 

  In line with ARMM People‟s Day Celebration on September 21, 2016, RSCO-ARMM 

conducted Morolympics, a friendly “Larong-Pinoy” competition, participated by the 

employees from different line agencies. Birual Tuttuh, Marilyn Edward, Said Omar Madid, 
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Ferdinand Paz, Kamal Patadon, and Marlon Paalisbo joined the said competition. BCH-

ARMM was declared as the over-all champion, 1st Runner-up - Office of the Regional 

Treasury (ORT), 2nd Runner-up - Department of Health (DOH), 3rd Runner-up- Department 

of Education (Dep-Ed). 

 

KICK-OFF PARADE / PROGRAM 

 

  The Autonomous 

Region in Muslim 

Mindanao celebrated 

the 24th National Family 

Week on September 22, 

2016. Spearheaded by 

DSWD-ARMM, the 

celebration holds the 

theme “Matatag na 

Pamilya, Maunlad na 

Bukas.” The Bureau 

participated in the Kick-

Off Parade / Program at 

ARMM Compound 

which started at around 

7:00 am. Ustadz Guiapar 

Kantar, Culture and Arts Assistant led the Family Week Prayer, while Director Datu Khomeni 

Bansuan rendered an intermission number during the short program. 

 

PARTICIPATION IN THE PARADE FOR THE 24TH NATIONAL CHILDREN’S MONTH 

CELEBRATION 

  In line with the commemoration of the 24th National Children's Month, the Bureau 

on Cultural Heritage - ARMM, together with other line agencies, joined the kick-off parade 

and the 1 Million Lapis campaign on November 9, 2016. 
 

  This year‟s celebration carries the theme, “Isulong: Kalidad na Edukasyon Para sa 

Lahat ng Bata!”which highlights children rights to education and encourage stakeholders 

to advocate inclusive and equitable life-long learning opportunities for all children. 
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  The 1 Million 

Lapis Campaign 

Project promotes 

the child‟s right to 

education 

especially for 

children whose 

situations have 

impeded their 

chances to go to 

school. It aims to 

gather Lapis 

(pencils) for the 

benefit of under 

priviledged 

elementary students 

from various schools 

of 4th-6th class 

municipalities who lack opportunity to pursue schooling. 

 

BIMP-EAGA ECOZONE MEETING 

 

The DTI-ARMM led the BIMP-EAGA Ecozone Meeting and Sub-Cluster Strategic 

Planning Workshop held at the Pagana Restaurant on November 17, 2017. It was attended 

by Executive Director Marites K. Maguindra, CEO VI and Fairdauz Jamaila P. Sucol, 

Administrative VI.  

 

 The Sub-cluster envisions the ARMM as a primary stakeholder in the BIMP-EAGA that 

will promote economic activities, ecozone development and halal industry. The Bureau 

provided inputs on the Socio-Cultural Development and Tourism pillars. 

 

REGIONAL SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT CLUSTER SERIES OF MEETINGS 

 

  The ARMM governance are more focus on the poverty reduction region wide and 

to appropriately address this major issue, the ORG and the RPDO re-organized and re-

examine the line agencies through clustering. Through the cluster, the services are 

evaluated and assess so each agency belonging to the same cluster can re-allign their 

programs to help alleviate the poverty incidence of the Bangsamoro.  

 

  The Bureau on cultural heritage – ARMM re-aligned its programs, projects and 

activities to contribute to the alleviation of poverty incidence through cultural promotion 

and preservation. The meetings were attended by Executive Director Engr. Marites K. 

Maguindra, Community Affairs Officer II Nor-ain I. Lambitan and Esnaira S. Salem, 

Administrative Assistant II dated October 12, 20 and 26, 2016 
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BIMP – EAGA UPDATE AND SUB CLUSTER PLAN VALIDATION MEETING  

 

 The DTI-ARMM led the BIMP-EAGA Ecozone Meeting and Sub-Cluster Strategic 

Planning Workshop held at the Pagana Restaurant on November 17, 2017. It was attended 

by Executive Director Marites K. Maguindra, CEO VI and Fairdauz Jamaila P. Sucol, 

Administrative VI.  

 

 The Sub-cluster envisions the ARMM as a primary stakeholder in the BIMP-EAGA that 

will promote economic activities, ecozone development and halal industry. The Bureau 

provided inputs on the Socio-Cultural Development and Tourism pillars. 

 

PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT PLAN (PDP) 2017-2022 REGIONAL CONSULTATION  

The bureau as the ARMM agency on cultural promotion and preservation 

participated on the Philippine Development Plan (PDP) 2017-2022 regional 

consultation in ARMM joined the Human Capital Development in Cultural 

Awareness that would align the bureau programs and projects for better 

government services to be delivered to the public. Executive Director Engr. Marites 

K. Maguindra, CEO VI was the lead facilitator of the said group and was requested 

by the RPDO-ARMM as the facilitating agency to moderate the during the open 

forum and was well moderated by herself. 
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MINDANAO WEEK OF PEACE POETRY AND MUSIC COMPETITION AT SKCC, ORG 

COMPOUND  

 The Office on the 

Bangsamoro Youth Affairs –

ARMM spearheaded the week-

long activities of the “Mindanao 

Week of Peace” from November 

24-28, 2016. The celebration has 

the theme, “Healing for Personal 

and Social Transformation.” 

 The OBYA-ARMM led the 

activities along with the locally 

funded agencies of the 

autonomous region, the Regional 

Sports Coordinating Office-

ARMM, Bureau on Cultural Heritage-ARMM, and the Regional Commission on Bangsamoro 

Women-ARMM. 

 The activities included Run for Peace, Peace Forum, MorOlympics, Futsal (Exhibition 

Game), Literary & Musical Peace Concert, Museum of Peace, and Video Presentation. The 

BCH-ARMM sponsored the Museum of Peace which includes the Photo Exhibit and Video 

Presentation.  

 The Bureau also participated on the facilitation of the Literary & Musical Peace 

Concert held at Shariff Kabunsuan Cultural Complex, November 26, 2016. During the 

culmination activity last November 28, the LF agencies also conducted a tree planting 

activity called “Plant for Peace”. Aside from the Plant for Peace, the employees also did 

the Message of Peace, Balloon Release, and Sign for Peace. 

 The lined-up activities is in pursuit to the Presidential Proclamation No. 127, Series of 

2001, where the government recognizes the common aspirations of Mindanaons to live in 

peace, unity and harmony with each other regardless of status in life, religion or culture. 

 

25th BIMP-EAGA SENIOR OFFICIALS MEETING & 20TH BIMP-EAGA MINISTERIAL MEETING  

 

The Bureau on Cultural Heritage - ARMM represented by Executive Director 

Engr. Marites K. Maguindra,CEO VI along with her staff had attended the 25th BIMP-

EAGA SENIOR OFFICIALS MEETING & 20TH BIMP-EAGA MINISTERIAL MEETING 

(SOM/MM) held on November 26-29, 2016 at Puerto Princesa City, Palawan, 

Philippines. The activity highlighted the status of the directives and matters arising 

from the 24th BIMP-EAGA SOM/19th BIMP-EAGA MM.  
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During the opening of the program, Malaysia, being the SOM standing chair, had 

given the welcome statement 

and proceeded to the formal 

turnover of chairmanship to the 

new chair. Philippines as the new 

Chair had deliver the formal 

opening remarks and presided 

the succeeding agenda. 

 

As the discussion continues, 

the Chair of the BIMP-EAGA Vision 

(BEV) Task force had presented 

the Draft of BEV 2025 for the 

direction from the ministers. 

 

The chair of BIMP-EAGA 

Business Council (BEBC) had 

reported the progress of BEBC including the concerns of the private sectors 

particularly on the implementation of 

programs/projects/activities. Directions had 

been provided to address issues and 

recommendations raised by BEBC. 

 

Followed by the cluster reports of different 

working groups on the implementation status, 

outcomes and issues arising from the programs 

and activities of the respective sectors. The 

reports also take into account the Leaders‟ 

directives and identified the deliverables for 

Summit. These clusters are sequenced 

according to the BIMP-EAGA key pillars namely 

(1) Connectivity(incudes Transport, ICT, Power 

and Infrastructure and Trade and Investment Facilitation Clusters); (2) Food 

Basket(Agri-business Cluster); (3) Tourism(Joint Tourism Development Cluster); (4) 

Environment(Environment Cluster); and (5) Social and Cultural Education 

Pillar(Social and Cultural Education Cluster). 

 

Image 2 Philippines BIMP-EAGA Delegates 

Image 1 -BIMP-EAGA Senior Officers and Ministers 
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Subsequently, after the 

presentation of report of the 

different clusters, the Asian 

development Bank (ADB) had 

presented the status and 

report of their current 

proposed programs/projects 

for BIMP-EAGA Development. 

 

Afterwards, the discussion 

brought up the finalization for 

the BIMP-EAGA Ministers‟ 

Retreat and the 20th BIMP-

EAGA Ministerial Meeting Joint 

Statement. Following the 

discussion, Senior Officers had 

opened up the conduct of the 

12th BIMP-EAGA Summit for the technical and administrative preparation and 

possible deliverables for the Summit. 

 

Moreover, the Indonesia had presented the results of the 3rd BIMP-EAGA and IMTGT 

Trade Expo, Business Matching and Conference which was held on October 14-18, 

2016. Other matters and issues were raised before the formal session had ended. 

 

On November 28, 2016, BIMP-EAGA 

Investment Networking Session, a 

side event was held at Best Western 

Hotel, Puerto Princesa City, 

Palawan, Philippines. At night of the 

same date, the city government of 

Puerto Princesa had prepared a 

Fellowship Night to welcome the 

guests and participants of 25th 

BIMP-EAGA Senior Officials Meeting 

& 20th BIMP-EAGA Ministerial 

Meeting (SOM/MM) held at Asturias 

Hotel, Puerto Princesa, Palawan, 

Philippines. 

 

Finally, after the activity was 

formally closed, a side-activity was 

Image 3ARMM Representatives with BEBC Chairman 

Image 4ARMM Representatives with BEBC Chairman 
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prepared for the delegates 25th BIMP-EAGA Senior Officials Meeting & 20th BIMP-

EAGA Ministerial Meeting (SOM/MM) to go and visit different site attractions and 

tourism hotspots within the city of Puerto Princesa. 

 

 

GOOD GOVERNANCE  

The Bureau on Cultural Heritage –ARMM commits to be an efficient, transparent, 

accountable and responsive institution in the preservation and promotion of the 

cultural heritage of the Bangsamoro. Through its website, the public are inform of 

the different programs and activities related to cultural promotion and preservation 

that the bureau has engage in. A profiling of 100 artists and artisans was also 

conducted in preparation for the registry of Moro artist and artisans. Moreover, the 

bureau keeps records of its activities into a database including cultural features in 

ARMM, documents of conducted researches and Lakbay Kultura, and Pusaka 

Mindanao radio program episodes.  

ASSUMPTION TO OFFICE 

 

  July 18, 2016 – This day marks another milestone in the Bureau on Cultural 

Heritage – ARMM as Regional Governor Mujiv Hataman appointed Engr. Marites K. 

Maguindra, CEO VI as the new Executive Director of the Bureau. To welcome the 

new head of the office, the BCH staff prepared a turnover celebration held at the 

IT Room. Attended by the staff and other guests, this turnover celebration also 

served as the first staff meeting of the BCH staff with the new boss. 

 

  Known for being a dedicated and dynamic leader, Executive Director Engr. 

Marites K. Maguindra encouraged the BCH staff to work hard and play their roles 

effectively. She also aims for a productive and harmonious work relationship. 
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LAKBAY KULTURA FLIPCHART CRITIQUING 

  Executive Director Engr. Marites K. Maguindra, CEO VI led a staff meeting / 

presentation of Lakbay Kultura on July 30, 2016 at the Cultural Revival Division. The 

purpose of the meeting was to evaluate the Flipchart, the main material used by 

the CAOs during their Lakbay Kultura lectures. Executive Director Maguindra 

suggested that the Flipchart be changed to improve and increase its quality in 

terms of giving the children the right knowledge.  

 

  Present in the meeting were the CAOs: Nor-ain Lambitan, Zekhal Juaini, and 

Jesa May Amoto; Fairdauz Jamaila P. Sucol – Admin Aide V, Esnaira S. Salem – 

Admin Assistant II, and Johnny Mokudef – Admin Assistant II / IP Representative. The 

meeting was also attended by Director Zorayda Musur and Rosario Martinez – 

Budget Officer. 

 

BCH Regular Meetings 

 

August 26, 2016 

  Executive Director Engr. Marites K. Maguindra, CEO VI conducted a staff 

meeting on August 26, 2016 at the Cultural Revival Division. The CAOs presented 

their proposed programs thru Powerpoint Presentation and E.D. Maguindra served 

as the critic. After the presentation, the staff discussed the proposals and 

suggestions and comments were given. 

 

September 13, 2016 
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  In line with the CSC Anniversary, DENR-ARMM and CSC-ARMM spearheaded 

a Coastal Clean-Up Drive on September 14, 2016 at D.O.S., Maguindanao. All 

employees from different line agencies are required to join this activity. 

 

  On September 13, 2016, Executive Director Engr. Marites K. Maguindra 

conducted a staff meeting to talk about the preparations needed for the Coastal 

Clean-Up Drive. 

 

September 28, 2016 

 

  Hadja Bai Putri Mindalano Adam, Chief of Cultural Revival Division led the 

CAOs‟ meeting on September 28, 2016 at the CRD. Present on the meeting were 

the CAOs: Nor-Ain Lambitan, Musalik Kabunto, Zekhal Juaini, and Jesa May Amoto; 

Esnaira Salem – Admin Assistant II, Johnny Mokudef – Admin Assistant II / IP 

Representative, and Fairdauz Jamaila P. Sucol – Admin Aide V. The CAOs discussed 

the 3rd quarter PAPs and the final reading of the Budget Proposal for 2017. 

 

 


